Fall Commencement 2013
December 13 & 14
The story of Oklahoma State University began on Christmas Eve, 1890, at the McKennon Opera House in Oklahoma’s territorial capital of Guthrie when Territorial Governor George W. Steele signed legislation establishing an Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College (OAMC) in Payne County. OAMC’s first students assembled for class on December 14, 1891, even though there were no buildings, no books, and no curriculum. The college’s first students attended classes in the Stillwater Congregational Church. The original campus consisted of 200 acres of prairie that were donated by four local homesteaders. The college’s first six graduates received their diplomas in 1896.

Visitors to the OSU campus often marvel at its beauty and consistency of architecture. Much of the credit goes to legendary president, Henry G. Bennett, who served from 1928-1951. Dr. Bennett’s 25-year campus master plan envisioned some of the university’s most famous and beautiful structures, including the Edmon Low Library and the OSU Student Union. A new campus master plan is guiding unprecedented construction that is making OSU more competitive in academics and athletics. Starting in the fall of 2008, OSU has opened the new Multimodal Transportation Terminal, the new North Classroom Building, the west end zone of Boone Pickens Stadium, refurbished Old Central, the Donald W. Reynolds Architecture Building, an upgraded Murray Hall, the new Henry Bellmon Research Center and an updated and expanded Student Union. Hall of Fame Avenue on the north and University Avenue on the south, as well as core north-south artery Monroe Street, have all been significantly upgraded, and the university continues to update its campus landscape plan.

OSU grew quite rapidly following World War II. The post-war years were marked by a huge enrollment surge. Some graduates from that era may remember “Veteran’s Village,” a thriving community that developed on the northwest edge of campus as veterans and their families moved into surplus military housing provided by the college. The mid-1940s also were a golden era for athletics at Oklahoma A&M. In a 90-day period in early 1945, OAMC teams won the Cotton Bowl, the NCAA championship in wrestling, and the NCAA championship in basketball. The next year, the wrestling and basketball teams repeated as national champions, and the football team won the Sugar Bowl.

Coaches and players from that era are now sports legends. Coach Henry Iba set a national standard in basketball and Edward Gallagher took OAMC wrestling teams to international prominence. People often ask when OSU made the transition from college to university. By the 1950s the college had grown substantially. Suggested names for a “new” institution were “Great Plains University,” “International University,” and “Atomic University.” In 1957, OAMC became The Oklahoma State University for Agriculture and Applied Science. During the next three decades, OSU would build academic programs to match its new status. Enrollment more than doubled from 10,385 in 1957 to more than 23,000 in the 1980s. OSU became a statewide university system, adding branches in Okmulgee in 1946 and Oklahoma City in 1961. OSU merged with the Oklahoma College of Osteopathic Medicine in 1988, and OSU-Tulsa was born in 1999.

Today, OSU has more than 36,000 students across five campuses and a presence in every Oklahoma county through its extension offices and experiment stations. From six graduates in 1896, to nearly 5,000 annually today, the small college on the prairie has grown and prospered far beyond the dreams of its founders. OSU teaching, research and graduates are making a bigger impact on the lives of people around the world than ever before. It’s a great time to be a Cowboy!
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Message from the President

This is a momentous day on the beautiful campus of Oklahoma State University.

As an Oklahoma State University graduate, you join a long list of successful men and women who have gone before you. For decades, OSU graduates have used their creativity and passion to make an impact on our world. In fact, Branding Success is the name of our current fundraising campaign. We know each one of you is prepared to boldly go forward and find your own success.

We are honored to welcome all the family and friends that are here to join in this wonderful and meaningful accomplishment. We are thankful your graduate chose OSU. You should be extremely proud of the role you played in his or her success.

The entire OSU community – faculty, staff, alumni and donors – takes special pride in watching our students walk across the stage. This is the day that makes all our work worthwhile. OSU exists to help our students pursue their dreams and today we all rejoice!

Congratulations. Best wishes. Go Pokes!

Sincerely,

V. Burns Hargis
President, Oklahoma State University
OSU Class of 1967
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Alma Mater Hymn of Oklahoma State University

Words by Robert McCulloh, ’49

Proud and immortal, Bright shines your name;
Oklahoma State, We herald your fame.
Ever you’ll find us loyal and true,
To our Alma Mater, O. S. U.

• • • • • •

Oklahoma

Written by Oscar Hammerstein II
Music by Richard Rodgers

Oklahoma, where the wind comes sweepin’ down the plain,
And the wavin’ wheat can sure smell sweet
When the wind comes right behind the rain.
Oklahoma, ev’ry night my honey lamb and I
Sit alone and talk and watch a hawk makin’ lazy circles in the sky
We know we belong to the land
And the land we belong to is grand!
And when we say -Yeeow! A-yip-i-o-ee-ay!
We’re only sayin’ You’re doin’ fine, Oklahoma!
Oklahoma - O.K.
FRIDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 13, 2013

GRADUATE CEREMONY

Presiding
V. Burns Hargis, President, Oklahoma State University

Processional
“Pomp and Circumstance” ..................................................... Elgar
OSU Brass Quintet

The National Anthem
“The Star Spangled Banner” ................................................... Key
Quintet and Audience, led by Ms. Mallory Turlington, soloist

Introduction of Special Guests
Dr. Sheryl Tucker, Dean, Graduate College

Remarks
Dr. Susan Little, Regents Professor of Veterinary Pathobiology

Conferral of Doctoral Degrees
President V. Burns Hargis

Conferral of Master’s Degrees
President V. Burns Hargis

Recognition of Degree Candidates
Dr. John McGuire, Associate Professor of Media and Strategic Communications, west podium
Dr. Phil Mulder, Professor and Department Head of Entomology & Plant Pathology, east podium

Closing Remarks
Dr. Sheryl Tucker, Dean, Graduate College

Alma Mater Hymn
“OSU Alma Mater” ............................................................... McCulloh
Quintet and Audience, led by Ms. Mallory Turlington

Recessional - Platform Party
Honorary Graduate Commencement Marshals

Mitchell Greer  
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources  
Doctor of Philosophy in Natural Resource Ecology and Management with option in Rangeland Ecology and Management

Ashokkumar Sharma  
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology  
Doctor of Philosophy in Biosystems Engineering

Charlotte O’Neill  
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources  
Master of Science in Animal Science

Megan Lynn Sluder  
Spears School of Business  
Master of Science in Accounting
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14, 2013
UNDERGRADUATE CEREMONY

Presiding
V. Burns Hargis, President, Oklahoma State University

Grand March
Oklahoma State University Pipe Band
William Tetrick, Pipe Major

Student Processional
“Pomp and Circumstance” .................................................. Elgar
OSU Brass Quintet

Platform Party Processional
Oklahoma State University Pipe Band

The National Anthem
“The Star Spangled Banner” ................................................. Key
Quintet and Audience, led by Charles Rich, Professor Emeritus,
Construction Management Technology, soloist

The State Song
“Oklahoma” ........................................ Rodgers and Hammerstein
Quintet and Audience, led by Charles Rich

Introduction of Special Guests
V. Burns Hargis, President

Greetings from the Board of Regents
Tucker Link, Chair

Greetings from the Faculty Council
Sheila Kennison
Chair of the General Faculty
Professor, Department of Psychology

Commencement Speaker
The Honorable T.W. Shannon
Speaker, Oklahoma House of Representatives
Special Recognition
   Honors College Graduates
   Phi Kappa Phi Graduates

Conferring of Degrees
   Morning Ceremony
      College of Human Sciences
      College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology
      Spears School of Business

   Afternoon Ceremony
      College of Education
      College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
      College of Arts and Sciences

Alma Mater Hymn
   “OSU Alma Mater” ................................................................. McCulloh
   Quintet and Audience, led by Charles Rich

Recessional - Platform Party

Recessional - Students

Sandie Busby, sign language interpreter

OSU Brass Quintet: Cleon Chai, trumpet; Paul Compton, trombone; Nick Doutrich, trumpet; Taylor Buxbaum, tuba; Juli Smith, horn
College or School Representatives
The following outstanding students were chosen to carry their college or school gonfalon in the Student Processional and to serve as representatives of the graduates of that college or school during the undergraduate commencement ceremonies. Each wears an honorary orange cap and gown.

College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
Thomas David Campbell
Bachelor of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
    Natural Resources and Ecology Management
    Stillwater, Oklahoma

College of Arts and Sciences
Jessica Ann Branstetter
Bachelor of Science
    Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
    Broken Arrow, Oklahoma

College of Education
Kimberly Anne Johnson
Bachelor of Science
    Elementary Education
    Schertz, Texas

College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology
Rachel Ann-Marie Smith
Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology
    Mechanical Engineering Technology
    Pawhuska, Oklahoma

College of Human Sciences
Whitney Nicole Goyer
Bachelor of Science in Human Sciences
    Design, Housing and Merchandising
    Jones, Oklahoma

Spears School of Business
Mark Richard Fiegener
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
    Accounting
    Clinton, Oklahoma
HONORS COLLEGE DEGREE CANDIDATES

The following students are fall 2013 candidates for the Honors College Degree. This degree requires a minimum of 39 honors credit hours, completion of the General Honors Award and the Departmental or College Honors Award, and earning OSU and cumulative grade-point averages of at least 3.50 at the time of degree completion.

Jill Marie Arnold
Spears School of Business
Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration
Management Information Systems

Tarek Roudi Kandalaft
College of Engineering,
Architecture and Technology
Bachelor of Science in
Aerospace Engineering

Emily Pearl Berwaldt
College of Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Arts
Strategic Communication

Brett Alan Meek
College of Engineering,
Architecture and Technology
Bachelor of Architecture

Jessica Ann Branstetter
College of Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Science
Microbiology / Cell and Molecular Biology

Andrew Doyle Parrack
Spears School of Business
Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration
Economics, with option in Pre-law

Sarah Elizabeth Brooks
College of Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Arts
Spanish

Leyla Nicolle Simmons
College of Human Sciences
Bachelor of Science in Human Science
Hotel and Restaurant Administration

Angela Marie Case
College of Engineering,
Architecture and Technology
Bachelor of Science in
Civil Engineering

Barrett Andrew Vossler
Spears School of Business
Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration
Finance

Heather Rachel Harper
College of Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Music
Music Education

GRADUATION WITH DISTINCTION

The following final grade-point-average distinctions are determined at degree completion and will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:

- Summa cum laude: 3.90-4.00
- Magna cum laude: 3.80-3.89
- Cum laude: 3.70-3.79
In a historic ceremony on January 8, 2013, T.W. Shannon took the oath of office to be Oklahoma’s Speaker of the House. Speaker Shannon hopes his mark is made by his quest to restore strong families, and to inspire the challenge of prosperity through personal responsibility.

T.W. found success early in life. He earned a bachelors of arts degree in communications from Cameron University and holds a juris doctorate from Oklahoma City University Law School. He worked as a field representative for former Congressman J.C. Watts a decade ago and served in the same position for Congressman Tom Cole the following two years.

An enrolled member of the Chickasaw Nation, T.W. worked as the chief administrative officer for Chickasaw Nation Enterprises. Today, he operates a home-based public relations business. T.W. was elected to the Oklahoma House of Representatives from his hometown of Lawton in 2006. T.W. serves as a youth Sunday school teacher at Bethlehem Baptist Church in Lawton. He has been married to his college sweetheart, Devon, for 11 years and they have two children, Audrey Grace and T.W. II.

Considered a champion for limited government, T.W. has more than earned the trust of his colleagues. T.W. quickly rose to leadership in the state House, where he served as deputy majority whip in his first term, chaired the powerful transportation committee in only his second term and was elected speaker-designate in his third term.

T.W. has been a champion for the state’s natural gas industry, reducing the tax on compressed natural gas, a plentiful Oklahoma resource. He recently made a mark by pushing to liquidate excess state-owned property. He earned high praise and editorial support from both of the state’s two major newspapers. In the process, the trailblazing conservative uncovered that bureaucrats were grossly under-reporting the number of state-owned assets. T.W. also crafted an eight-year plan to rebuild Oklahoma’s structurally deficient bridges.

GOPAC, an organization whose mission it is to support up-and-coming Republican leaders, recently added this proud Oklahoman to its national advisory board.
POSTHUMOUS DEGREES
FALL 2013

Lionel Joseph “Trey” Kertz, III
Spears School of Business
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Accounting

Bayar Majead Saeed Amedy
Graduate College
Doctor of Philosophy
Soil Science
GRADUATE CANDIDATES
FALL 2013

GRADUATE COLLEGE
Sheryl Tucker, Dean

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
Linda S. Barren • Higher Education
Jack Edwin Troutt III • Applied Educational Studies
Ryan James Wallace • Applied Educational Studies
James G. White • School Administration

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Azza B. Abugharsa • English
Nawaf S. Alanezi • Education
Deema R. Al-Sheib • Civil Engineering
Nasser Alwehaideh • Civil Engineering
Dhruba Bhandari • Economics
Megan René Bible • Animal Science
Tanisha Renae Billingslea • Education
Leonard S. Bombom • Geography
Shanshan Cai • Mechanical Engineering
Kelli A. Carney • Education
Changqing Cheng • Industrial Engineering and Management
Mendi Sue Clark • Agricultural Education
June Elaine Clarke • Human Sciences
Patricia Ann Cole • Education
Valerie Kathleen Cook Fletcher • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Nathaniel John Cooney • Psychology
Cara Ailene Cowan Watts • Biosystems Engineering
Lisa A. Curb • Psychology
Christina Marie De La Rosa • Educational Psychology
Bethany Kathryn Doerksen-Klopp • Educational Psychology
Amy Michelle Dronberger • Agricultural Education
Ma Lourdes S. Edano • Soil Science
Steven Paul Ericson • Geography
Brian Christopher Ess • Educational Psychology
Jeremy P. Evert • Electrical Engineering
Anserd J. Foster • Crop Science
Sandipa Gautam • Entomology
Maria V. Gravina • Educational Psychology
Mitchell J. Greer • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Elana Dickson Grissom • Educational Psychology
Brandon P. Harrington • Electrical Engineering
Ellen Harwell • Human Sciences
Martha Elizabeth Hilburn • Chemistry
Jeffrey Michael Howard • Zoology
Erin M. Irick • Human Sciences
Dipesh K.C. • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Zhou Yang Kang • Physics  
Venkata Swapna Kolli • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology  
Joshua Mark Krawczyk • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies  
Seong-Jin Lee • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering  
Xue Song Li • Statistics  
Ran Liao • Electrical Engineering  
Audra Sue Liggenstoffer • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology  
Victoria H. Lightfoot • Geography  
Bing Liu • Environmental Science  
Kan Liu • Biosystems Engineering  
Randall R. Loudamy • History  
Jing Lu • Computer Science  
Erandi Prashani Mayadunne • Chemistry  
Mahmoud Zeidan Khalil Mistarihi • Industrial Engineering and Management  
Shelley Elizabeth Mitchell • Health, Leisure and Human Performance  
Sovanlal Mukherjee • Electrical Engineering  
Claudia Cecilia Otto • Education  
Seongjin Park • Agricultural Economics  
Nitin Vikas Patil • Chemistry  
Gustavo Pérez León • Industrial Engineering and Management  
Wesley M. Porter • Biosystems Engineering  
Jun Jun Qin • Statistics  
Shi Qiu • Civil Engineering  
Matthew James Quade • Business Administration  
Suchittra Ramani • Photonics  
Kelly Marie Roberts • Human Sciences  
Barbara Russo • Fire and Emergency Management Administration  
Dawood Elsa Sachit • Civil Engineering  
Michael R. Schwemm • Zoology  
Juheon Seok • Agricultural Economics  
Leila Seyedfaraji • Mechanical Engineering  
Mohsen Shahmohammadi Ghahsareh • Electrical Engineering  
Ashokkumar Misarilal Sharma • Biosystems Engineering  
Jong-Won Shim • Computer Science  
Yeon Ho Shin • Human Sciences  
Joseph Michael Simpson • Sociology  
Anita Lynn Smith • Entomology  
Cody H. Smith • History  
Matthew Paige Smith • Entomology  
Amani El-Omr Soliman • Human Sciences  
David R. Stewart • Natural Resource Ecology and Management  
Yanning Sun • Economics  
Chengcheng Tan • Crop Science  
Joseph Y. Thomas • Business Administration  
Sudhakar Voruganti • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology  
Pradeep Wagle • Crop Science  
Ningning Wang • Statistics  
Cody Montana Whittenburg • Civil Engineering  
Michael Christopher Wolfe • Business Administration  
Alemtsehay Bogale Wotango • Human Sciences  
Tao Wu • Electrical Engineering  
Meizhen Xie • Food Science
MASTER OF AGRICULTURE

Heather A. Arndt
Joshua Campbell
Darcy A. Casteel
Halston Danielle Courson
Christopher D. Creekmore
Robert Ray Perry Hall
Lakesha Darae Hawkins
Brooke A. Howell

Trent Mark Hughes
Cody C. Magby
Kasey Marie Moore
Caleb Jacob Quinn
Kelsey Laine Rogers
James M. Schmitz
Chad A. Ward
Sarah Dianne Ward

MASTER OF ARTS

Faez Abdullah Ahmed • History
Shae Smith Cox • History
Maggie S. Hartung • English
Cynthia J. Ingham • History
Anita F. Rice • English
Ashley Jo Smith • English
Susan Lynne Stephens • History

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Bob B. Alcorn
Emily Allen
Miguel De Jesu Anguiano Salazar
Jonathan Arehart
Joshua A. Avey
Shiloh P. Briggs
Timothy S. Brown
Jeremy W. Chang
Nathaniel Franklin Cheary
Dysart R. Cleeton
Justin L. Cleveland
Andrew S. Crawford
Lisa Lynn Crawford
Santosh Kumar Dhulapati
Jacob Levi Duke
Danele S. Elliott
Ryan D. Fancher
Craig L. Francke
Jacob Hall
Sean Barry Hart
Michael Zane Hershey
Jason Eric Hollaway
Ruslan V. Ilyushenko
Joshua R. Jones
Jessica Yvonne King
Jared James Krittenbrink
Tu D. Le
Tuan Minh Le
Brian W. Linin
Corey R. Lohmiller
Krista Thi Lopez

Elissa P. Malone
Erika L. Martens
Ana Lourdes Méndez Torres de la Vega
Foy Meyer III
Ashish Negi
Aubry Jordan Oehlberg
Nicholas Frank Petersen
Hieu Pham
Hung G. Pham
Dung Quy Phan
Mikel Lauren Proulx
Curt Aaron Ralph
Kassidy Erin Ralph
Corbin E. Roberts
Eric W. Robinson
Ryan L. Rohlfing
Leo C. Romero
David Roth
John R. Saltsman
Dustin M. Smith
Jessica Ann Suellentrop
Ty Swarts
Daniel Tomes
Mark A. Tschida
Richard C. Van Hyning
Brian Vos
Benjamin J. Walker
Ryan K. Weaver
Clair D. Wood
Jason D. Young
MASTER OF SCIENCE

Krishna Sravya Aduri  •  Computer Science
Jessica Lee Akins  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Antony Akshay  •  Computer Science
Mitchell Anthony Alcala  •  Agricultural Communications
Aljohara Meguel Alharbi  •  International Studies
Kristen Leigh Anderson  •  Accounting
Julia M. Anderson Holt  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Maaz Arshad  •  Entrepreneurship
Ramya Avula  •  Management Information Systems
Mina Azhar  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Han Seok Bae  •  Accounting
Young-Son Bae  •  Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Ryan Boone Baker  •  Management Information Systems
Rajashree Balasubramanian  •  Management Information Systems
Kalifa D. Bandele  •  Human Development and Family Science
Shuvra Banik  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Robert D. Barlow  •  Entrepreneurship
Ricky V. Barnett  •  Engineering and Technology Management
Lori Dawn Barnthouse  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Ahmed Basheer  •  Electrical Engineering
Praveen C. Batapati  •  Electrical Engineering
Patrick N. Batchelor  •  Aviation and Space
Jerad Thomas Bell  •  Entrepreneurship
Kali Marie Bell  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
James Houston Bellamy  •  Electrical Engineering
David A. Best  •  Entrepreneurship
Thomas Morgan Box II  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Samiullah Bramhanapalli Shaik  •  Management Information Systems
Matthew Jeffery Brown  •  Accounting
Robert Young Brown IV  •  Accounting
Carmen Alejandra Buchanan  •  Human Development and Family Science
Aurora Lanae Burns  •  Accounting
Stephen C. Burns  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Steven R. Callhoun  •  Plant and Soil Science
Delwyn Campo  •  Entrepreneurship
Mallory Kaye Casebolt  •  Aviation and Space
Melissa Kay Cejda  •  Interdisciplinary Science
Justine J. Celoni  •  Educational Psychology
Michelle Timm Chadwick  •  Engineering and Technology Management
Taeyoo G. Chae  •  Statistics
Michele Suzanne Charbeneau  •  Accounting
Pradnya Subhash Chavan  •  Management Information Systems
Songyue Chen  •  Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Yongho Cho  •  Accounting
Redwan Jahid Chowdhury  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Edison Orlando Cobos Torres  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Bradley R. Coleman  •  Engineering and Technology Management
Cristian Contreras Nieto  •  Civil Engineering
Nathaniel James Copeland  •  Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Rocio Thais Corona Chavez  •  International Studies
David Correll  •  Environmental Science
Danielle Anne Cotleur • Interdisciplinary Science
Katherine R. Crockett • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Charles E. Dailey • Telecommunications Management
Sandhiya Danasekaran • Management Information Systems
Jon M. Daniels • Entomology and Plant Pathology
Desiray Nicole Daugherty • Human Development and Family Science
Jillian Marie Dawes • Educational Psychology
Zhuo Deng • Animal Science
Pratik Shashikant Deokar • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Aaron J. Deyoung • Entrepreneurship
Arun Dhanapal • Industrial Engineering and Management
Kathleen Toomey Moyer Disher • Mass Communications
Josephine Rene Dolan • International Studies
Samantha Miria Dominguez Araiza • International Studies
Matthew J. Dougherty • Engineering and Technology Management
Suling Duan • Agricultural Economics
Chinmay Dugar • Management Information Systems
Chad Michael Duncan • Hospitality Administration
William Logan Dyer • Civil Engineering
Nashon Awah Egoi • Entrepreneurship
Tyler Clinton Estes • Accounting
Paula E. Estrada • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Robert Mark Everson, Jr. • Aviation and Space
Kiley Rene Feely • Educational Technology
Daniel L. Feller • Industrial Engineering and Management
Jacob Jon Finger • Accounting
Nicholas Harry Flynn • Chemical Engineering
Rodney W. Foster • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Krishna Reddy Gade • Management Information Systems
John Edward Gage • Geology
Christopher Williams Galfetti • Accounting
Preethi Gali • Computer Science
Balaji Ganesula • Computer Science
Yi Gao • Biosystems Engineering
Nathanial James T. Garrod • Educational Leadership Studies
Madhu Garudala • Management Information Systems
Selome Sisay Gebregiorges • Management Information Systems
Saba Million Gebretsadik • Civil Engineering
Neda Ghousifam • Chemical Engineering
Sahil Gianchandani • Hospitality Administration
Mary Rose Gibbons • Human Development and Family Science
Venkata Ramaiah Gidda • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Molly E. Gifford • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Seyedalireza Golestaneh • Electrical Engineering
William Cleveland Gossell • Accounting
Scott D. Grant • Environmental Science
Grant Matthew Graves • Environmental Science
Ajay Guyyala • Management Information Systems
Bethany Lyn Hamilton • Nutritional Sciences
Jeffrey Hansen • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Md Farhadul Haque • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
John Matthew Harden • Entrepreneurship
Lindsey Dian Hart • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Maruful Hasan • Chemical Engineering
Sarah Beth Haskin • Accounting
Ryan R. Hatley • Interdisciplinary Science
David Stuart Haury • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Temesgen Ermias Helsabo • Agricultural Economics
Jose L. Hernandez • Educational Psychology
Stephen John Higginbotham • Accounting
James Rollins Holland II • Accounting
Emily Kristen Honomicحل • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Joshua Michael Howell • Interdisciplinary Science
Yung-Feng Huang • Hospitality Administration
Sarah M. Hubatka • Aviation and Space
Jeremy D. Hudson • Management Information Systems
Cristina Giacominى Hughes • Agricultural Communications
Kelva Marie Hunger • Educational Psychology
Stephanie Rae Hunsperger • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Amy Michelle Huntsman • Industrial Engineering and Management
Joshua Hurwitz • Entrepreneurship
Thomas A. Hutson • Environmental Engineering
Rebecca J. Hutton • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
James Cole Inskeep • Accounting
Md Waliul Islam • Chemical Engineering
Satishkumar Jagadeesan • Management Information Systems
Jaron Trey Jedlicka • Entrepreneurship
Incheon Jeong • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
William Paul Jessie • Entomology and Plant Pathology
Wenxing Jiang • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Laura Jeannette Jones • Environmental Science
Kyung-In Jung • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Prajwala Kalakuntla • Computer Science
Preetham Reddy Kaukuntla • Civil Engineering
Frederic Michael Keating • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Jeanette G. Kennedy • Educational Technology
Richard Patrick Kennedy • Management Information Systems
Brandon Micah Kerr • Interdisciplinary Science
Javod Justin Khalaj • Management Information Systems
Rushd Md Khaled Julfiker • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Akshay Girish Khandekar • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Jeremy Kilgore • Telecommunications Management
Michael David King • Management Information Systems
De Vere Michael Kiss • Aviation and Space
Jake Thomas Kline • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Sai Kiran Reddy Kondamadugula • Management Information Systems
Siva Subbaiah Chowdary Koya • Management Information Systems
Scott Brian Kusselson • Geography
Naga Venkata V. S. Lanka • Management Information Systems
Chang-Mok Lee • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Sindhura Reddy Lenkala • Management Information Systems
Leslie Marie Lewis • Agricultural Education
Jacob Lee Lingo • Civil Engineering
Wenwen Liu • Horticulture
Yichen Liu • Horticulture
Sai Krishna Vithal Lolla • Management Information Systems
Phillip J. Long  •  Interdisciplinary Science
Evaristo Lopez Joseph  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Ashley Ann Lorenz  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Eric T. Lybarger  •  Interdisciplinary Science
Sravya Madipalli  •  Management Information Systems
Christopher Mahan  •  Engineering and Technology Management
Zeel Maheshwari  •  Electrical Engineering
Arun Kumar Mandapaka  •  Management Information Systems
Muthiah Ramanathan Manickam  •  Civil Engineering
Catherine Lydia Manoharan  •  Management Information Systems
Vidyullatha Reddy Marreddy  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Lizaimee P. Mata  •  Mass Communications
Shreyas Suryakant Matade  •  Electrical Engineering
Michael Ernest Matousek  •  Biosystems Engineering
Destinee Brie McCollum  •  Sociology
Kathryn Rose McCullough  •  Animal Science
Kathleen Rebecca Mcgee  •  Human Development and Family Science
Austin Lee McNabb  •  Geology
Musthan Kader I. Meeran Mohideen  •  Management Information Systems
Clinton Scott Mefford  •  Agricultural Communications
Narendra Babu Merla  •  Management Information Systems
Barrett V. Meysenburg  •  Engineering and Technology Management
Trent Thomas Milacek  •  Agricultural Economics
Matt S. Mitchell  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Gary G. Mobley  •  Electrical Engineering
McKenzie Leigh Mohler  •  Educational Leadership Studies
David G. Moore  •  Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Kathryn Ann Moore  •  Accounting
Rasha Mahmood Moosa  •  Interdisciplinary Science
Mason Wade Morris  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Rodolfo Mota  •  Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Karan Mudaliar  •  Management Information Systems
Randy Wayne Mueller, Jr.  •  Engineering and Technology Management
Tahanee Mujib  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Alexandra Elizabeth Mullock  •  Plant and Soil Science
Prasanna Kumar Munnangi  •  Management Information Systems
Thomas Jackson Taylor Myers  •  Entrepreneurship
Nikhil Nagaraj  •  Electrical Engineering
Jayalakshmi Gopalakrishnan Nair  •  Management Information Systems
Abhinav Srikanth Reddy Nakka  •  Management Information Systems
Sudeep Sagar Nandiki  •  Electrical Engineering
Priyanka Nandyala  •  Management Information Systems
Adrian Michelle Nault  •  Food Science
Ashley Ann Nealis  •  Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Dillon Bow Nelson  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Duong Q. Nguyen  •  International Studies
Mong To Nguyen  •  International Studies
Matthew Lloyd Nilsen  •  Management Information Systems
Morgan Ann Noland  •  Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Michael J. Noshay  •  Entrepreneurship
Juliana Marie Nykolaiszyn  •  Mass Communications
Peter Omara  •  Plant and Soil Science
Charlotte F. O’Neill  •  Animal Science
Scott T. Orr  •  Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Adekunle L. Oyewole  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Vatsal Pandey  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Pradeep Kumar Panga  •  Management Information Systems
Bhola Panta  •  Entrepreneurship
Veerendra Ravi Kumar Pappoppula  •  Management Information Systems
Saikiran Parepally  •  Computer Science
Jin-Chan Park  •  Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Molly J. Parkhurst  •  Botany
Heather N. Parsons  •  Entrepreneurship
Srujana Reddy Pasava  •  Management Information Systems
Abhishek Patel  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Roger Alan Pearson  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Colin McKenzie Peck  •  Educational Technology
Blaise Regan Peintner  •  Educational Psychology
Timothy A. Pendergrass  •  Engineering and Technology Management
Marcy Watson Pennington  •  Human Development and Family Science
Jeremy J. Peters  •  Engineering and Technology Management
Nadége Petrie  •  International Studies
Robert Linwood Phillips  •  Accounting
Justin Andrew Pierce  •  Accounting
Jacci Victoria Pike  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Jamie Lanette Plymale  •  Engineering and Technology Management
Natraj Ponna  •  Management Information Systems
Alisha L. Powell  •  Zoology
Danielle Michelle Prieto  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Ratan Kishore Putla  •  Management Information Systems
Roger D. Rabe  •  Engineering and Technology Management
Samyuktha Raju  •  Management Information Systems
Rodrigo Jesus Ramirez Martagon  •  International Studies
Brian Colin Rayner  •  Civil Engineering
Benjamin W. Rhoda  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Leigh E. Ridings  •  Psychology
Jodie A. Riek  •  Educational Technology
Marco Antonio Rios Palacios  •  International Studies
Keith T. Rivera  •  Geology
Brittney LeeAnn Rochell  •  Agricultural Communications
Daniela Rodriguez  •  International Studies
Erin E. Roehrig  •  Geology
Ashley Evelyn Rose  •  Accounting
Tamara Ruth Royer  •  Human Development and Family Science
Rosalina Salim  •  International Studies
Banafsheh Samareh Abolhasani  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Shannon R. Sand  •  Agricultural Economics
Trenton G. Sandberg  •  Engineering and Technology Management
Avanthika Sankara Raman  •  Management Information Systems
Madhura Sarkar  •  Biosystems Engineering
Kylie J. Schneider  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Eric J. Seeger  •  Geology
Chrissie Segars  •  Horticulture
Ramesh Sekar  •  Management Information Systems
Sarah R. Sendlebeck  •  Entrepreneurship
Keith Anvio Sequeira  •  Management Information Systems
Parker T. Shaw • Educational Psychology
Gentry Blair Shelton • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Sara Michelle Shepherd • Accounting
Sang-Jun Shim • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Kristal Sieve • Zoology
Sharon Singleton • Interdisciplinary Science
Jason Todd Smith • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Kathryn Paige Smith • Accounting
Jill Marie Souchek • Human Development and Family Science
Jared Nathan Sparks • Civil Engineering
John Dillon Sparks • Animal Science
Cristan J. Spear • Mass Communications
Janetta Schellon Stanley • Natural and Applied Sciences
Jennifer Leigh Starks • Interdisciplinary Science
Trevor M. Steen • Telecommunications Management
Nichole Marie Stephan • Quantitative Financial Economics
Brett L. Stevens • Entrepreneurship
Beth Eloise Stevenson • Geology
David L. Stokes • Interdisciplinary Science
Courtney Shae Stone • Accounting
Mitchell Jordan Strother • Entrepreneurship
Mst Sarmin Sultana • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Stephen M. Swanson • Electrical Engineering
Casandra Lynn Swearingen • Psychology
Braden Michael Tabb • Civil Engineering
Alayna Tackett • Psychology
Eyosiyas Fisseha Tadesse • Electrical Engineering
Ashley R. Taylor • Mathematics
Sean G. Thomas • Engineering and Technology Management
Rebekah Jane Thompson • Design, Housing and Merchandising
Chad Thompson • Engineering and Technology Management
Pataraporn Thongyim • Hospitality Administration
Anjana Thoroppady Kittu • Civil Engineering
Krishna Teja Tokala • Electrical Engineering
Christopher Andrew Toler • Accounting
Kong Chi Tsang • Accounting
Marty Lou Tydings • Human Sciences
Rohith Reddy Varakala • Management Information Systems
Ginsey W. Varghese • International Studies
Saradhy Ramana Sundep Veda • Management Information Systems
Isabella Cristina Velasco Gil • Civil Engineering
Phong V. Vu • Electrical Engineering
Jeremy James Walker • Agricultural Economics
Andrew Joel Wallace • Mass Communications
Brody Donovan Wallis • Animal Science
Xinyu Wang • Electrical Engineering
Youhua Wang • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Sarah Chryssoula Watson • Environmental Science
Nathan West • Electrical Engineering
Keith Henry Wightman • Interdisciplinary Science
Crystal M. Wiles • Zoology
Kylee Beth Willard • Agricultural Communications
Austin P. Willett • Accounting
Carolyn V. Williams  •  Educational Psychology
Jamison David Williams  •  Nutritional Sciences
Christopher Blake Willis  •  Entrepreneurship
David Anthony Willis  •  Accounting
Braden Michael Wilson  •  Accounting
Jon Tyler Worden  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Samantha Ann Worden  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Xiaoxiao Wu  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Ethan Cord Wyatt  •  Plant and Soil Science
Zeyu Xiong  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Natalie Evon Yandell  •  Human Development and Family Science
Yidnekachew Melaku Yirsaw  •  Management Information Systems
Dinakar Dhirender Kumar Zakkam  •  Management Information Systems
Haoyu Zhang  •  Environmental Engineering
Liansheng Zheng  •  Electrical Engineering
Weidan Zhou  •  Statistics
Sarah L. Zingerman  •  Human Development and Family Science
CENTER FOR HEALTH SCIENCES
Kayse M. Shrum, Dean

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Alexis Brooke Jones
Zijia Zhang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FORENSIC SCIENCES
Stephanie A. Kunz
Julia Claire McLouth
Melissa Nickolle Windham
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES  
FALL 2013

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES AND NATURAL RESOURCES
Mike Woods, Interim Vice President, Dean and Director

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN  
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES AND NATURAL RESOURCES

• Agribusiness •
Courtney Lynn Acton  Mark Weston Ingram
Mindy Sue Andres  Clint Payne Kirschenmann
Donald Herman Dick  Taylor Jonnie Mefford
Kevin Blake Flurry  Earl Wilbur Murphy
Bailey Morgan Garland  Blake Anthony Pyle
Andrew Christopher Greer  Dakota Cody Walton Snow
James Erik Hansen  Eric Matthew Vaughan
William Dahlton Hill  Shawn C. Walls
Bryant Lynn Hoffman

• Agricultural Communications •
Alannah Jaclyn Castro  Samantha Ruth Stanbery
Dakota Lee Chambers  Kailey Danielle Sullins
Jenna Michelle Grace  Kendsy Vincent
Carrie Elizabeth Horsley  Kylie Elizabeth Watson
Rhonda Kay Roberts  Sidney Shay Worrell

• Agricultural Economics •
Cale Daniel James  Guy Franklin Stuhr
Charity Rebecca Penington  Jordan Danielle Wright
Nickolas Ray Storm

• Agricultural Education •
Shelbi Ann Derryberry  Taylor Leawna Morley
Jade Nichole Jenkins  Carl Tanner Nipper
Molly Beth Johnson  Kolby K. Schmidt
Trenton Shane Kissee  Stephen Andrew Tillinghast
Marie I. Koscelny
• Agricultural Leadership •
Hayden Cooper  Jackson Wade Long
Morgan Lee Ann Daughtry  Brittany L. Mikles
Corbin Blake Hall  Jordan Miller
Kasie Michelle Hamlin  Andrew Ryan Smith
Tommy Earl Ketchum III  Sophia A. Stoeckl
Alexandria Stone LaRue  Rusty Earl Thompson

• Animal Science •
Nicholas Joshua Allen  Emily Grace Handke
Davina Sue Bagby  Taylor Lane Harbuck
Stephanie Nicole Baker  Amy Lynn Kinsey
Emily Ona Bardot  John A. Knecht
Amber Lee Barrow  Jordan Stacy Leister
Amanda Dee Baskett  Rachel Nicole Ludwig
Casey Len Beavers  Krista Maib
Erin Nicole Beutler  Kaylee Raye Mathis
Wesley Craig Boneso  Morgan Nicole McDavid
Alix M. Buffing  Joshua Wayne Morris
Savanna Jane Christensen  Evan Bradley Myers
Summer Marie Clifton  Meah E. Opbe
Jarrod Rhy's Cole  Savanna Lucille Margaret Paine
Whitney Danielle Condit  Abby D. Rakestraw
Savanna Lee Cook  Emily Noel Ranallo
Dakota A. Davis  Jessica J. Russell
Matilda Rae Davis  Nikki Lee Schuth
Brooke Caitlin DeVore  Kaleb Joshua Smith
Nichole D’Intino  Tara Ashley Smith
Taylor Nicole Dry  Allison Anne-Nicole Stuckey
Stephanie Dianne Fasching  Zack Michael Thompson
Justin Evert Frailey  Grant Emerson Turner
Clarissa M. Fulton  Eric Johannes Van der Laan
Marissa L. Garside  Emily Ann Van Zant
Brooke Alexandra Giles  Lillian Josette Wood
Devin Andrew Gredell  Brandi Suzanne Wright
James Eliot Griffith  Clayton Robert Zwilling
Alexander McCrae Hammond

• Biochemistry and Molecular Biology •
Karli Hostetler Cline  Brentley A. Lindsey
Michael Joseph Jensen  Kerry L. Van Dorn

• Entomology •
Talan Blaze Klein  Jackson Reid Seibert
Tonya L. Scott
• Environmental Science •
Vsevolod Y. Koudriavtsev 
Molly Mae McCorcle 
Jordan Howard Mixon 
William Evan Wetzel

• Food Science •
Ashley Marie Collins 
Joshua R. Driskill 
Shade Stephen Hughes 
Keith Michael Sullivan

• Horticulture •
Kelley Jo Conaghan 
Jeffrey C. Goodwin 
Yuki Roberts 
Kristen Michelle Willis

• Landscape Contracting •
Tyler Drake McClure

• Natural Resource Ecology and Management •
Kenna Joy Billups 
Thomas David Campbell 
Dylan Alexandra Cleary 
Kevin James Cody 
Tyler Wayne Ressel Fikes 
Jordan Dean Green 
John Joseph Grellner 
Julie Anne Hufnagel 
Shane Walter Manion 
Jonathan Lee Mann 
Justin Keith Martinez 
Ethan Allen Pollock 
Ariel Elizabeth Richter 
Garrison Edward Roberts 
Stewart Thomas Shelden 
Caleb Leon Thyer 
John Taylor Winter

• Plant and Soil Science •
Alexander Keith Hannah 
Erin Rae Jenkins 
John W. Jones 
Ryan Patrick McCoon 
Meagan Christine Morris 
Levon K. Nichols 
Ladonna Marie Stepp

Bachelor of University Studies
Kwincy Lyon Kile
Bachelor of Arts

- American Studies
  LeAnn Lindstrom  Christia Lynn Shockley

- Art
  Lauren Elizabeth Gardner  Richard Lee Koble
  Chelsea Nicole Jackson  Lindsey Nicole Sieber
  Robert Charles Johnson  Katherine Hope Van Patten

- English
  Jacob Hugh Bollinger  Michelle Ann German
  Nicholas John Boor  Alyssa Kay Hill
  Tiffany Marie Burns  Kristian Alese Jones
  Chantil Christina Chaffin  Caitlin Ruth Kullen
  Hayley Ann Chaffin  Anna Leigh Miller
  Gary B. Corey  Patrick Andrew Tully
  Robyn Allyson Diaz  John Allen Whiteaker II

- Geography
  Tayler C. Gallien  Curtis Ryan Moss
  Whitney Erin Helmuth  Roger Allen Nicholson II
  Alexandria Nicole Hubbard

- History
  John R. Eccles, Jr.  Jillian Marie Linn
  Clinton Lee Girkin  Aaron Matthew McManus
  Evan Michael Henderson

- Journalism and Broadcasting
  James Austin Chappell  Blaine Michael Morren
  Jase Tanner Chilcoat  Michael David Shouse
  Laci L. Davidson  Jonathan Wesley Sutton
  Alicia Darleen Kirkpatrick  Justin M. Tate
  Maika Richelle McKenzie  Paul Eliot West

- Liberal Studies
  John Louis Junkermeier  Micah Paul Rose
  William Clarkson Lynch  Sara LeeAnn Tillotson
  Otishytimae Omenai  Michael Watkins
• Philosophy •  
Ben Foster  
Shane Marker

• Political Science •  
Joshua Kyle Basquez  
Stuart Parker Campbell  
Michelle Elizabeth Dokken  
Alexandra Jordan Dossman  
Brenda A. Farmer
David Christopher Hood  
Kentaro Okada  
Dalton Alan Path  
Rachel Lynne Robison

• Psychology •  
Karen Mariel Aguirre Fuentes  
Daniel B. Anderson  
Mary Catherine Bones  
Annalise J. Bourn  
Sofia Lara Carbone  
William Scott Ely  
Shane Austin Etris  
Bradley Ray Gibson  
Mark Theodore Giovi  
Jennifer Ashley Harmon  
Zohra Jeannette Hassam  
Shawna Renee Hudson  
Chelsea Lynn James  
Leslie Ann Johnson  
Leslie Lanay Jones  
Nicholas Taylor Landrum  
Jordan Joshua List  
Shara Nicole McBroom  
Olivia Leighann Noland  
Anna Denise Rardin  
John Edward Reed  
Ethan James Schlecht  
Ryan Allen Spencer  
Peyton Parris Stacy  
Joseph William Taggart  
Christine Elizabeth Thomas  
Samantha Renee Toops  
Maggie Mae Tully  
Joseph Scott Williams

• Russian Language and Literature •  
Vitalik Danysko

• Sociology •  
Anthony Lamar Allen  
Ryan Andrew Combs  
Rebekah Carolyn Eslinger  
Elizabeth Anne Hawley  
Bryan Wesley Lang  
Icey-Lee Mbau  
Jason Clifford Morrison  
Shelby Ann Wayman  
Jacquelyn Starr Webb-Woolery

• Spanish •  
Sarah Elizabeth Brooks  
Michelle Elizabeth Stevens

• Sports Media •  
Jenna R. Fletcher
• Strategic Communication •
Emily Pearl Berwaldt
Shelby Mika Callaway
Kirsti Rose DeYoe
Todd R. Epperson
Jacqueline Marie Flynn
Lauren J. Heaton
Taylor J. Johnston
Noelle Blair Keeley
Lane Elizabeth Livers
James Michael Powell
Bradley Alexander Turner
Blythe Elizabeth Westfall
Kayla D. Wheeler

• Theatre •
Vincent O. Brooks
Chandra Abbrianna Kelsey
Lindsey Juliann Lewis
Jansen James Patterson

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

• Art •
Katie J. Amos
Kristen Kelli Brown
Sean Matthew Higgins
Matthew David Jack
Bayley Nicole Jackson
Daniel P. King
Leslie Anne Martin
Michael E. Molholt
Michelle Christine Newell
Casey Elizabeth Pankey
Anna Melissa Rutherford
Lacey Jade Schultz
Stacey Lee Smith

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

• Music •
Elizabeth Ann Bealko
Evan Ross Cooper
Rainier Antonio Crespo
Kyle Lee Price
Michael Jeffrey Spicer

• Music Education •
Heather Rachel Harper
Elizabeth Anne Hawley
Amanda Marie Jones
Kevin Michael Mozarko
Colin Ryan Tapp

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

• Biochemistry •
Jordan Chandler Gentges
Jill Kathleen Blocker
Jacob Wayne Crabtree
Savannah Josephine Evanoff
Landon Mitchell Frank
Mukti Bharat Ghewala
Samuel P. Harbison
Roger J. Harle
Kiaira Canesia Hassell
Mallory Ann Hogue
Stacy Lynn Rutherford
Sarah Marie Tabb
Christine Marie Turner
Ashley Nicole Vester
Kylie Jolen Volk
• Botany •
Ben C. Haack

• Chemistry •
Danielle Marie Cook
Chelsea Fortenberry

• Communication Sciences and Disorders •
Carsyn Louise Bogard          Melissa Kate Nightingale
Brittnee Lynn Bossley         Lydia Marie Pounds
Shelby Lynn Eaton             Kelci Layne Pryor
Lauren Nicole Folse           Jordan E. Singleton
Maci Elizabeth Henson         Sharay Megan Sullivan
Jessie Gaye Brooke Johnston   Emily Caitlin Ward
Kristen Rebecca Kastner       Kayla Deserae Weaver
Paige Murphy                  Kortney Rae Zimmerman

• Computer Science •
Hunter Clay Adams             Cody M. Gibbs
Amanda Wagoner Bell           Jordan Richard Greenway
Lucas Raymond Chandler        Joel Devon Horst
Jennifer Diane Cordill        Ryan Michael Quinn
Austin Carter Dobbs           Robert M. Scott
Caleb Engman                  Michael Wayne Smith
Leonard Augustus Fears IV

• Economics •
Bryce Thomas Crawford         Kyle John Ottoson
Andrew Michael King           Kirk Anthony Phillips
Neil Patrick Medchill         Natalja Piliusina

• Geography •
Falon Marie King              Nathan H. Rosecrans
Andrew Calvin Potter          Robert Gregory Schiller
Michael Tandy Priest          Michael Jeffrey Sloan

• Geology •
Whitney Renee Campbell        Eli Christian Reese
Bradley Joseph Jackson

• Journalism and Broadcasting •
Thomas Glen Brockenbush, Jr.  Jon Thomas Gualtieri
Alexandria C. Bruner          Nicholas Eugene Hollrah
Trace Jordan Darr             Staisha Rulanda Knight
Bethany Elizabeth Folkes      Landon Alan McBride
• Liberal Studies •
Jennifer Sabine Barnard Margaret Ann O’Brien
Joseph Blake Hunter Olivia Grace Oliver
David Patrick McAuliffe

• Mathematics •
Sarah Ruth Brower Shannon Marie Moser
Adam Michael Fleming David Jameel Oliver
Kenneth James Krehbiel Hannah Paige Parsons
Matthew Oris Marshall Katrina Terese Valdez
Alexandria Noel Meyer Trevor Bryce Word

• Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology •
Jessica Ann Branstetter Traces Petchdee Soh
Jacob Lee Gonzales Kerry L. Van Dorn

• Multimedia Journalism •
John Thomas Bristol Kyla Jean McKown
Adam Caleb Evans

• Physics •
John Micheal Jepson
Mitchell Blair Wilkerson

• Physiology •
Kayla Michelle Bunney Jeremy Alexandre Ruhlmann
Katelyn Brooke Carter Brian Michael Scott
Levi-Jon D. Duethman Lucas Allen Wilson
Taylor Patrick Monaghan

• Political Science •
Thaddeaus Brett Ayers Scott Matthew Nickell
Kirsten Alyssa Bean Megan Alexandra Rappenecker
Winona Jean Billman Rianna Jean Sellars
Levi Waterman Bishop Leticia Geralin Worsham
Ryan Makenzie Mahand

• Psychology •
Katee Marie Austin Eric Warren Dixon
David M. Blaho Tyler James Garnett
Robyn Leigh Brannan Shamiel Lamar Gary
Brandi Michele Brown Lauren Marie Gaudreau
Kaley Brooke Carr Kara Marie Grace
Ryan Austin Cox Shelby Yancy Hembree
Tabitha Marie Culp Jennifer Jean Henderson
Kelsey Nicole Hess  Alisha Risner
Annitta Elois Johnson  Alex Lewis Sharp
Cheyenne J. Johnston  Joe Phillip Shuart
Abigail Lynn Martin  Steven Michael Skiba
Magdalena Mendez  Cara Anne Tully
Schrenna Longeit Palmer  Taylor DeAnn Vick
Jessica Lynn Ramsey  Amy Beth Weder
Courtney Addyson Reinert  Amy Catherine Wingo

• Sociology •
Samantha Rene Chrisman  Sean Michael Kahl
Sydney Elaine Crawford  Rachel Lynn Lemons
Miranda K. Farley  Logan Kyle Schmidt
Austin L. Harney  Sarah Braithwaite Seitz
Caroline Thomas Harrison  Kimberly Denise Vance
Heather Alyssa Hayes  April Nicole Vier
Brandon Marcus Ingham  Tyson Carl Yoder

• Sports Media •
Alexis R. Alexander  Garret Thomas Young
Jonathan A. Singer

• Statistics •
Woojung Park
Lucas Jay Shannon

• Strategic Communication •
Brianna M. Autry  Dara Lynn Marlar
Carson Layne Bailey  Emilie J. McClanahan
James Tyler Bailey  Morgan Claire McKnight
Morgan Elizabeth Boswell  Jennifer C. Moore
Eric Paul Breitenbach  Samantha J. Pennington
Taylor Dawn Coney  Anthony Laurence Reisch
Robert T. Daniel  Joshua Christian Tackett
Derrick William Hemmelgarn  Derrick Joshua Tharp
Jordan Ross Kloker  Emily Jean Wells
Emily Anne Layton  Abigail Anna West
Kelley Christine Leggett  Alexander Heath Zimmerman

• Zoology •
Shelby Danielle Burridge  Courtney Amber Morris
Audrey Claire Feather  Jordan M. O’Hara
Lacy A. Grindstaff  Chelcie Cierra Pierce
Wesley Allen Grissom  Chelsea Jean Rapp
Bailey Dawn Hardesty  Sally Luella Simpson
Jordan Elizabeth La Broad  Elliott James Vest
Heather McDaniel  Jessica Beth Waters
Alexandria N. Mitchell
Bachelor of University Studies

Lauren Nicole Akour
Darrel Wayne Banning
Abby Lynn Bodenhamer
Deborah Elaine Burroughs
Sean Kelly Cleveland
Christina Ann Durham
Brandy Michelle French
Caleb T. Goodman
Kelsi Nicole Hadwiger
Larry Eugene Harris
Curtis Ray Hickman
Ransom Edward Jackson III

Jerib J. Kaiser
Christopher Lee King
Marty Malone Matthews
Matthew Logan McKee
Brandon Wayne Minnick
Giles Daniel Rhodey
Eric Michael Smith
Noah Seth Smith
Devon Marie Smithburg
Mauricia Darcel Stokes
Brandilynn Cherie Teaney
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

• Aerospace Administration and Operations •
Caleb Rhyian Arthur       Philip Thomas McCoy
Marc Christian Bailey     Tyler Wayne Muse
Garrett Cassody            Joshua P. Nation
Justin Brett Chappell    Beau Charles Ortiz
Mitchell Ryan Cox        Reid Russell Ragsdale
Jacob Scott Dearing      Dalena Francis Reed
Michael Carl Duroy       Brian Roberts
Emanuele Evangelista     Garnett Michael Schafer
Kevin D. Falls            Christopher Wayne Scott
Paul Andrew Field       Barrett Michael Smith
Victor Dwayne Guyton     Daniel Stephen Ter Haar
Erick Jay Heng               Travis Neal Whitaker
Ryan Scott Josey             Taylor Christian Wilson
Benjamin Allen Kline   Ying Lao Yang
Jeffrey Gerard Lindstrom

• Athletic Training •
Jeffrey Robert Birchell  Stephen Garrett Nelson
Martin Allen Caine

• Career and Technical Education •
James Michael Cearley  George Matthias Regier
Richard E. Herard

• Elementary Education •
Elaine Martha Agee       Amy Michelle Gryzmala
Nicole Marie Barnes     Kaitlyn Marie Hansen
Kali Marie Bell            Kayla Mae Hohmann
Elizabeth Anne Boles     Sarah Laine Holder
Hannah Ruth Brenner      Kimberly Anne Johnson
Darcy Christine Carson  Danielle Tanishia Jones
Katie Marie Christensen  Joy Renee Keller
Whitney Claire Clark   Calei Jo Kesterson
Erin Carrol Dick           Elizabeth Nicole Madden
Jennifer Lea Dickey     Catie Renae Mathis
Tracey Jo Edwards        Jacquelyn Paige Mitchell
Kelsey Marie Fagan       Hannah Jane Moritz
Megan Julia Fischer     Danielle Marie Mullings
Ashley Christine Good   Joni Jean Murphy
Mariah Tess Olson  Bianca Danielle Spires
Kellie Leigh Peacock  Lori J. Stuart
Jessica Rae Peercy  Malorie Nicole Tackett
Kristina Myshelle Rains  Kaley Rae Truman
Jessica Marie Robinson  Jordan Blair Van Dam
Jennifer Marie Rudolph  Chelsey Danyel Watson
Elaine Elizabeth Ruh  Erin Marie Williams
Hanna E. Sorrells

• Health Education and Promotion •
Jennifer L. Beck  Whit Griffin Oyler
Steven Matthew Elish  Rachel Elizabeth Potter
Kaitlyn Alise Haas  Casey Daniele Ramsey
Jacob Russell Hart  Racheal Marie Russell
Valerie Dawn Hayes  Erik Ross Steger
Courtney Jean Huggins  David Solomon Stewart
Taylor Renee Ipock  Jessica Rosella Zubrod
Jaime R. Jests

• Leisure Studies •
Raquel Gabrielle Paige Alfred  Kacie M. Ingram
Courtney DeAnn Baker  Jasmine LaVon Lewis
Danielle Belinda Beltran  Phillip Bradford Mannschreck
Taryn Leighann Crotty  Emma Lea Meyer
Chantis Nicole Draper  Bobby Wayne Mizell
Elliott Miles Edens  Sara Kerby Teel
Bridgette Diane Hogarth  Faith Eileen Wilkins

• Physical Education •
Andrew Charles Bodden  Sean Paul Lewis Morgan
Austin Ray Embrey  Klaus J. Schmidt
Kasandra Lynn Embrey  Austin Marie Yoder
Patrick Michael Karnish

• Secondary Education •
Emily Ann Bogan  Katelyn Jo Martin
Micaela Renae Breen  Andrew Jordan McIlwee
Bryce Tanner Britt  Jennifer Marie Ortman
Brian M. Cunningham  Margaret Kathleen Parrish
Chaun Patrick Davis  Andrew Pierce Shelton
Cristina Michelle Dexeus  Taylor Michael Sossamon
Lindsey Rene Keller  Mahalah Eden Stewart
Allison Elizabeth Lee
Bachelor of University Studies

Hailey Marie Adamek
Courtney Lyn Allen
Sandra Kay Brown
Michelle Lind Dillard
Dack Travis Downing
Ryan Evan England
Travis J. Grooms
Maurice Q. Hayes
Hunter Cooper Hutchings
Andrew London Johnson
Jennifer Sue Kime
Karl J. Klein
Chester Joseph Levine
Katherine E. S. McGuire
Girma G. Mecheso
Kristen M. Montgomery
Beau M. Moore
Victor Thomas Romero
Nicholas Rostenhausler
Brandon Kyle Stewart
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology
Paul J. Tikalsky, Dean

Bachelor of Architectural Engineering
Taryn Vaughn Brown                        Gonzalo Narez
Devin Rae Lemons                          Ibad Rehman
Matthew Jay Mendenhall

Bachelor of Architecture
Callan Shea Bregenzer                    Kathryn Suzzanne Maxson
Philip Matthew Briggs                    Brett Alan Meek
Brett Winston Kirk                       Evan Philip Murta
Aaron Michael Klossner                  Craig Russell Poor
Steven Michael Koehler                   Lauren Ashley Snow

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering
Christopher Phillip Banfield            Caleb Dalton Hladky
Michael Stone Bernard                   Tarek Kandalaft
Curtis Jerome Donner                    Jordan Michael Peterson
Gregory Austin Eimen                    Ethan Andrew Scott
James S. Evans                           Morgan Elizabeth Walsh

Bachelor of Science in Biosystems Engineering
Lucky Airehrour, Jr.                     Andrew Kaylon McMahan
David Todd Criswell                      Denise LaJean Jemison Young
Heath Aaron Hendricks

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Angela Marie Case                        Damilohun Adetomiwa Omotehinse
Emily Ann Cloud                          Kristen Leigh Perry
John Patrick Dougherty                   Mohammed Khayyun Rahi
Chase Edward Edmiston                    Lauren Elizabeth Romano
Daniel Garrett Grisham                   Mohammad Atif Zafar
Jacob Bailey Hoover

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
Taylor C. Foster                         Cale Riley Spratt
Matthew Allen Horton                     Jeremy Austin Storm
Andrew Kyle Milian                       Gonzalo Andres Vega Recalde
Kimberly Justine Olesen                   Jordan M’Kynze Wade
Ana Karina Quintero                      Evan Ruck Williams
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Ken Allen Adams  Matthew Allen Horton
Eid Jabbur Alkhaldi  Joshua Paul Lindsey
Mohammed M. Awad  Evan Michael Novotny
Bryan G. Brock  Darryle Brandon Parker
Brett Andrew Calhoun  Ana Karina Quintero
Douglas Wayne Choisnet  Michael Stephen Ramey
Neal Franklin Etter  Alexander Mitchell Smith
Joshua Keegan Holloway  Blaine Keith Tiernan

Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology

- Electrical Engineering Technology -
  Beemnet Alemayehu Asfaw  Roger Leslie Oliver
  Vasil M. Blendowski  Jeremy L. Slate
  Stacia Nicole Davidson  Cody Brent Taylor
  Ahtia Lynette Edwards

- Fire Protection and Safety Technology -
  Christopher Emil Barlow  Travis Stanley Potter
  Sean Lewis Bechtelheimer  Michael Hans Raab
  Jarett Ryan Blythe  Tyler R. Reid
  Kevin Ronald Burda  Jonathan Kyle Reynolds
  Matthew Eric Carlquist  Joshua Alan Secrist
  Cody A. Chaney  Matthew Steven Smith
  Connor S. Chmielewski  Evan Paul Stanart
  Bryan Robert Hathaway  Christopher David Sterling
  Troy A. Howerton  Roger Layne Summerlin
  Austin Kyle Huckabay  Mark Dalton Tackett
  Jason Cornelius Kingsley  Christopher Michael Wait
  Jacob Preston Pitezel  Jake Alan Zlomie

- Mechanical Engineering Technology -
  Brent Taylor Anthony  Owen Edward Rozell
  Jacob Benjamin Baier  William Emmett Ryan IV
  Anthony M. Barnett  Dillon Taylor Satterwhite
  Cody Neal Flaming  Aaron Paul Shirley
  Dillon Bridger Grabb  Rachel A. Smith
  Daniel Collins Hall  Gary Michael Solomon
  Jacob Duane Hall  Keith Alan Sparks II
  Garrett David Johnson  Grant Russell Spears
  Bryan Joseph King  Josiah Daniel Talley
  Alba R. Martinez  Damian Lavelle Wilson
  Wade Foster McLanahan  Charles J. Woods
  David Tracy Mugg  Gillie Jackson Younger
  Justin Andrew Robinson
Bachelor of Science in
Industrial Engineering and Management

Ibrahim Khalfan Al Shukaili
Ahmed Omar Alannsary
Mansour Hussain D Alyami
Adam Wayne Fields
Alberto Gallardo

Alex J. Haar
Justin James Perry
Dale Jonathan Ratheal
James Ryan Sullivan
Zeyu Wu

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Yahya Salim Al-Salmi
Cody Bigheart Backward
Thomas Sargent Caldwell
Michael David Carter
Konstantin K. Derevyanko
Patrick Alan Ditch
Blake A. Engelman
William R. Ewen
Jenna Leigh Fleming
Clinton Ian Freese
William Bruce Greenshields
Timothy Maxey Gregston
Rachel Marie Grundmann
Tyler Wayne Haga
David Alan Horn
Clint Hummel
Dylan James Hurlbert

John Michael Jarred
Ian David Juby
Robert Joseph Mackey
Daniel Camille Maranto
Justin Jon McCarville
Garrett Ryan Midgley
Tanner William Owens
Joshua Michael Potteiger
Austin Chad Prescott
Skyler A. Prescott
Nicolas Edward Price
Curtis Daniel Roark
Valentin Fiero Sanchez
Jennifer Mae Siegmann
Richard Carter Stokeld
Robert Louis Vigil

Bachelor of University Studies

Bailee Rena Horton
Bachelor of Science in Human Sciences

• Design, Housing and Merchandising •
Alyssa Katherine Augustine        Danika Nicole Hood
Timothy Charles Bade             Megan Den’a Hope
Jacqueline Elizabeth Bell         Jade Iddon
Katie Allison Corley             Hannah Elizabeth Keepers
Marissa A. Dalton                Loren Aileen Krekeler
Jaclyn Leigh Denny               Kiara Jasmine Murry
Emily Lauren Dickson             Stephanie Nava
Brittany Lashell Gibe            Nicota Montana Postman
Whitney Nicole Goyer             Alexis Marie Sears
Ashley Nichole Hatchel           Jessica Anne Stipe
Cara Suzanne Heneger             Rachel E. Woods

• Hotel and Restaurant Administration •
Brittany Lynn Baker               DeCleasha LaKay Greene Martin
Brian Mathew Bippus               Jennifer Diane Morris
Sarene Marie Bronkey              Joseph W. Murray
Weston Call Corbin                 Emily Lauren Northcutt
Aubryana Lynn Damron              Christopher John Ouradnik
Jordan Elizabeth Garrett          Megan Ashley Phipps
Christopher L. Gray               Austin William Rae
Patrick Morse Hale                 Gary Andrew Rose
Grace Katherine Rose Hall          Briani Lee Segovia
Heather Dawn Hanson               Leyla Nicolle Simmons
Emily Beth Keith                   Noora Sini-Eлина Sirkiä
Rachel Rene’ Koskey               Sarah Nicole Steele
Aaron S. Landrum                   Meredith Elizabeth Tatum
Mengshi Li                        Gardner Clark Taylor
Brock Carlisle London             R. Zach Taylor
John Parker Long                  Kayoko Tsuchiya
Niina Annika Makela               Lu Yuan

• Human Development and Family Science •
Laura Ann Aitkenhead               Anais Bustamante
Aubrey Ann Atherton                Kelsey Bailey Byrd
Ashley Marie Batchelder            Shelbi R. Collins
Misty Dawn Beason                  Aaron Joseph Conkling
Brittney Dawn Brewer               Taylor Maria Cundith
Kimberly Brooks                    Katherine Frances Devonshire
Jessica Lee Brower                 Abigail Lynn Doubrava
Taishel Lanae’ Douglas Andrea Kristen McBryde
Kari Elizabeth Farley Megan Marie McKinney
Karla Lucero Fuentes Leah Danielle Meyer
Carla Rae Garrison Alexandra Nicole Nameth
Sara J. Grisham Becky Joann Owings
Latesha Ruth Hawkins Hope Elizabeth Parker
Rebeca Jean Hayes Kayla Marie Reininger
Andrea Brooke James Michelle Lynn Sherman
Amber Brown Jennings Brandi Nicole Shouse
Magen Nichole Key Amber Jo Spicer
Kathryn Ann Konarik Kathleen Nicole Stevenson
Kelsey Kristine Lasater Kelli Renae Wendt
Rebecca Ann Litterell Mindy Michelle Wernimont

• Nutritional Sciences •
Whitney Ashton Awbrey Steven Anthony Morales
Grant Michael Field Tiara Danelle Napier
Kellie Christine Griffin Katherine Lynn Neal
Lauren Nicole Holthe Joshua William Sims
Stephanie Lynn Hummel Casey Louise Smith
Lindsey Anne Jones Kelsey LoRee Smith
Justin Kimmel Haylee Breanne Terry
Janel Lamar Ashley Michele Treas
Lacey Leigh Lockwood Kelsey Jo Turner
Brooke Kirstin Martin Emily Anne Urich
Lauren Christine May Crystal Amina Wanse
Kaycee Elizabeth McCaleb Janae D. White

Bachelor of University Studies
Dallas Brooks Bailey Alma Lee Welch
Brady Elise Cook Samantha Jo Winburn
Elizbeth Victoria Hinojos Kaione Julisa Wyatt
Sonya V. Lawson Laura Marie Zarro
Kelsi Dean Smith
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

• Accounting •
Mindy Rachelle Anderson  Kylie Lynn Millerborg
Whit D. Angleton  Carson Scott Mitchell
Zachary R. Baldwin  Amy Louise Nichols
Stephan Michael Balliet  Nicholas Parker Nord
Jason E. Bixler  Jamie Marie Piland
Samuel Colton Brown  Nha Pham Pollock
Audra Nasalroad Casson  Edward Ollington Price IV
Haley Marie Chilson  Morgan N. Price
Do Hoang Chuong  Matthew Charles Renz
Lori Marie Wadsworth-Cochrane  Joseph Knox Richards
Mark Richard Fiegener  William Trey Rodman
Valerie Nadine Gill  Ashley Evelyn Rose
Kassie Noelle Heald  Tammy Lynn Sangster
Chad Andrew Hejl  Alexanne Elizabeth Schallner
Brooke Corinne Henderson  Brady Daniel Scheer
Clarissa Hope Hunter  Greg Austin Seger
Nicholas Clinton Jones  Rais Mahmud Shameer
Hansol Kim  Matthew John Shirley
James Kyle Koscielniak  Charles Donald Sievers
Hyun Bai Lee  Ekaterina Sophia Sorensen
Yeong-Giu Lee  David Michael Stewart
Kathryn Christine Leto  Amber Nicole Sumpter
Jindan Lin  Elizabeth Nicole Uselton
Eric John Lindahl  Austin Nicholas Van Zandt
Taylor Chapman Lynch  Carissa C. Vang
Clint Allen Marchetta  Paige Lianne Walker
Kaylee Raye Mathis  Susan Joan Walker
Taylor Scott Mayes  Lucas Spencer White
Courtney Rose Merritt  Dathan Lesley Williams
John Christopher Miller  Lihuan Xue

• Economics •
Yahya Hilal Hamood Al Mamary  Alyvdas Lenkauskas
Jordan W. Boyd  Zachary Douglas Miller
Hyun Jun Choi  Courtney S. Provost
Joseph Stewart Glenn  Adam Ross Schaefer
Nicholas Martin Goldman  Mason Wesley Tarpley
Jacob Dalton Grubbs  Candace Lynette Vela
Bryce Stewart Kennedy
• Entrepreneurship •
Blake Anthony Beckham
James John Dennis
Zachary Allen Dezort
Derek S. Enloe
Thomas William Farrell
Stephen Michael Griffin
Nicholas Eugene Hollrah
Shawn Patrick Jones
Vincent James Marks

Hunter Wayne Moore
Brian C. Mueller
Anh Thai Hong Nguyen
Michael William Jefferson Renfro
Kristen E. Ritchie
Christian Pierce Schroeder
Justin L. Walmer
Xiao Xiong

• Finance •
Bryant Zachary Ait Ahmed
Adam Christian Blom
Albert W. Bode
Justin R. Bougher
Brian K. Bowden
Allison Joy Box
Tiara Alexis Byrd
James Chas Carey
Shazmin Janice Collins
Cynthia DeLane Columbia
Shannon Liann Cooper
Trevor S. Davenport
Brooke Carroll Dore
Rachel L. Dudley
Erin Ann Embrey
Kelsey Kei Grissom
Ashley Dawn Henderson
 Joshua Alan Hendrix
Andrew Martin Jones
Robert Daniel Jones
Justin Reuben Leekley

Ahmat Almountassir Mahamat
Allison Diane Mizell
Stephen Abnery Nnko
Emily Anne Odneal
Liam J. O’Hara
Kim Aaen Olstroem
Heather Woodson Payne
Talon Michael Riley
Adam Wayne Simms
Connor P. Sinko
Amy Lou Snively
Richard Michael Snyder
Clayton Lawrence Stanphill
Justin Randall Swearengen
Vincent Gregory Taylor
Tyler Stephen Thompson
Shelby Lindsey Timothy
Katrina Terese Valdez
Austin Nicholas Van Zandt
Barrett Andrew Vossler
Christian Francis Zaio

• General Business •
Michael Ray Anderson
Jessica Dale Barber
Melinda Michelle Carter
Sean Robert Chisholm
Davis Cole Cosgrove
Kara Diane Davidson
Jordan Ann Hora
Nicholas Tanner Morgan
Quyen Thao Nguyen
Stevy Marie Olive
Kasey Leigh Owen

Colver Portugal
Laura E. Purdy
Kristen Alane Root
Coleman Gilbert Ross
Valerie Rudman
Arthur David Sherrick
Matthew Colin Shuff
Dalton Lane Skiles
Justin Lee Spradlin
Carlee Anne Tate
Maria Lyn Tipton
Nicholas R. Tucker
Aarathy Sudha Vijayan

- **International Business** -
Cristina Aguirre Vallin
Martha L. Atuesta
Justin Charles Cannon
Zachary Nelson Cray
Benjamin Hugh Garner
Maxwell Taylor Glossen
Sarah Michelle Hair
Reid Scott Lyness
Allison M. Martin
Jennifer Susan Martin
Michael Dean Needs

- **Management** -
Hayley Danielle Ables
Timothy Wayne Adams
Samson Osasu Adeoye
Brent William Alexander
Sherrie Lynn Armstrong
Jalynda Dawn Bailey
Kyle R. Bailey
Sonya J. Bannister
Brandon Harrison Bass
Yves Zola Batoba
Jaleesa Lanea Bell
Jessica Jane Berg
Kenton John Bevacqua
Rebecca Lynn Bowen
Ariel Beth Buckles
Richard Drake Burns
Jason Richard Bye
Aaron Matthew Caldwell
Natalie Nicole Callahan
Jared Michael Champlin
Bethany Jae Christensen
Delaney Rae Clarke
Katie Lee Cole
Charles Robert Dean
Adam Blake Drain
Yaareb Nuri Elhmidi
Michael Holden Fuson
Rebekah Leigh Gary

Andrew Edward Ziegler
Tyler Cole Randel
Emily Lynne Rath
Odeht Robaina
Kaylyn Rose Roggenbuck
Zachary Dan Rozell
Malachi S. Smith
Matthew Kent Smith
Magen Marie Stockard
Blaine Michael Taylor
Yvonne Rennee Tunnell
Kashay Teona Warren
Jay Bradley Gehl
James Loren Gibson
Meghan Cherelle Gilmore
Joshua Lee Givens
Charles Gray
Travis Michael Greenburg
Reginald Kasey Grovey
Charles Roger Gurley
Jacob Thorne Hanna
Audrey Katharyn Hart
Kevin Scott Haworth
Keaton Anthony Hicks
Alyssa Kay Hill
Jason Patrick Hogsett
Kori Leigh Hurley
Joseph Phillip Husong
Ryan H. Johnson
Amelia Lee Jones
Bradley Richard Jones
Garrett J. Jones
Jerry Jones, Jr.
Jordan Cole Kentzler
Shauna Lea Knoernschild
Jeffrey Kenneth Kruckeberg
Tevyn Langston
Zachary Ryan Lay
Robert Keith Lemons
Austin Ford Little
George Edward Logan  Owen Chase Redmon
Charles Edward Love  Mark Lewis Robinette
Len Duwane Magby  Nicholas Kenwane Rockwell
Khadijah Tabassum Malik  Matthew Thomas Rohrig
Jennifer Susan Martin  Taylor James Seales
Garrett Jefferson McGregor  Kendra Lee Shaw
Shawn David McKinney  Jared Kirkpatrick Shrewsberry
Tyler M. McLean  Shawn Michael Simic
Heather Ann Mount  Jacob Christopher Snedden
Jayanth Musapeta  James Bradley Stecker
Sosuke Nakano  Samantha Lindsey Stone
Anh Thai Hong Nguyen  Jordan Elise Surber
Chelsea Lynn Nolte  Andrew Philip Suter
Samantha Brooke Norton  Kristie Lorita Thompson
Deinma Ibifaka Ogbanga  Tiffany Suzanne Treat
Mombo Onanga  Jacob Wayne Voigt
Aaron Patrick O’Rorke  Brett A. Walden
David Kaiana Paulsen  Blair Semone Weatherford
Elizabeth Denise Pilgrim  Anna Rachel Whitfield
Patton Rowe Powers  Natalie Beth Wilenken
Sean Troy Ransom  Colleen Morgan Young
William Robert Rea

• Management Information Systems •
Jill Marie Arnold  Peter Jonathan Maguire
Toppar Bourmaf  Nabeel Mahmood
Colin Douglas Bruner  Christopher Andrew Mansker
Jordan Nicole Cozbey  Hana Jean Martin
Jurie Du Toit  Jonathan Richard Miller
Zachary Thomas Fast  Jeff K. Noyes
Lauren Michelle Flores  Eric Michael Osmus
Brandon Joseph Green  Brett Andrew Pape
Zachary Gerard Hehmann  Audrey Joan Polonchek
Jimmy Todd Hiett II  George William Preston IV
Aaron Wayne Hilton  William D. Shawn
Collin Lyle Keirsey  Michael Keith Smith
Derek Tyler Ketchum  Sydney Glen Smith
Keynan Preston Koehn  Cole Wallace Taylor
David Matthew LaGorce  Ka’Shay Teona Warren
Scottie Lee Lewis  Jacob John Welter
Erik William Livingston  Jeric Alan Young
Jack Thomas Lockamy  Kali Joanna Zordel

• Marketing •
Ashley Jo Anderson  Jessica Dale Barber
Joseph Darrell Armstrong III  Robert Jordan Belford
Chase P. Arnold  Andrew Thomas Bisanz
Jennifer Erin Black
Thomas Hayden Black
Brent Charles Bowers
Ross Allen Bowman
Maxwell Warner Brinegar
Jessica Danielle Brunette
Taylor Lynn Christianson
Dustin L. Cowans
Mikaela Coy
Jacob Lee Crouch
Warren North Cunningham
Diamond Cheyenne Dampf
Lauren Mary Daniels
Kyle Murray Dantzler
Clint Ryan Dennis
Robert Derrick Drane
Matthew Jay Dunkelberger
Shannon L. Dunne
Jimere Leon Eckwood-Parker
Casey Leaman Elliott
Chelsey Marie Erwin
Jennifer Louise Fenimore
Danielle Arline Gilchrist
Karen Jeanette Good
Ryan Jerome Handzlik
Stephanie Kristin Head
Stacey Suzanne Heinig
Maggie J. Hendrix
Charles Garrett James
Keith Edward Johnson
Justin Gregory Johnston
Harry Clayton Karbs
Cheyenne Rae Kinder
Kayla Sommer Maidlow
Joshua Arthur Markham
Janae Dalaina Martin
Matthew Ryan Masters
Matthew Bryson McLain
Amanda Dawn Miller
Jordan L. Miller
Aaron Patrick O’Rorke
Brian L. Porter, Jr.
Jerry Alan Powers
Alan Christopher Proo
Lacey Ann Quinn
Gary M. Rainey, Jr.
Grant Douglas Reeves
Michael Andrew Reichenstein
Chianti Lamont Roberts
Paula Mariel Salazar
Chelsey Danielle Saliba
Kristen Rae Sechrest
Mitchell David Smith
Stefanie Marie Smith
Arielle Stanley
Sidney Ellen Stevens
Frederick James Tinkler IV
Jan Elaine Townsend
Dustin Kyle Trout
Na’Quirah Chapri Wallace
Reagen Elizabeth Walters
Kyle C. Wann
Lindsey Diane Webster
Christopher Paul Weigl
Melissa Nicole White
Marissa Michal Wilson
Abby Marie Zimbelman

Bachelor of University Studies
Adam Hassan Akour
Amy Dale Hossain
Papa Alioune Seck
Rick James Stover
Kelsey Lurlean Vines
Shelby Nicole Wright
The list of fall 2013 degree candidates was prepared before final grades were reported, and inclusion herein does not constitute evidence of graduation. Final action to ensure an accurate listing of names of all persons qualified for degrees could not be compiled before this program went to print. The listing of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person will in fact receive a fall 2013 degree from Oklahoma State University at this commencement. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name from this list does not necessarily mean the person will not be awarded a degree. Final certification of degree and academic distinction will be made by the Colleges and the Registrar after candidates have completed all degree requirements.

Degree Abbreviations:

BA         Bachelor of Arts
BAR        Bachelor of Architecture
BEN        Bachelor of Engineering
BFA        Bachelor of Fine Arts
BLA        Bachelor of Landscape Architecture
BM         Bachelor of Music
BS         Bachelor of Science
BSAE       Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering
BSAG       Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
BSBA       Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
BSBE       Bachelor of Science in Biosystems Engineering
BSCH       Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
BSCV       Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
BSCE       Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
BSEE       Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
BSET       Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology
BHS        Bachelor of Science in Human Sciences
BSIE       Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering
BSME       Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
BUS        Bachelor of University Studies
DVM        Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
MA         Master of Arts
MAG        Master of Agriculture
MBA        Master of Business Administration
MM         Master of Music
MS         Master of Science
EdS        Specialist in Education
EdD        Doctor of Education
PhD        Doctor of Philosophy
Additional Spring 2013 Degree Recipients

OSU spring and summer degree candidates are invited to participate in the OSU spring commencement ceremony, and their names are listed in the spring commencement book. However, because the spring commencement book goes to print shortly after April 1, it is not possible to include candidates who apply for graduation after that date. This section recognizes these degree recipients, some of whom will participate in today’s ceremony.

Whitley Danae Ables  •  BS  Liberal Studies
Jackson Cole Alexander  •  BSAG  Agricultural Communications
Abdullah Mustafa Aljafari  •  PHD  Business Administration
Clifford Armstrong  •  MS  International Studies
Laura B. Bahn-Wornell  •  MAG  Agriculture
Joel Ethan Baker  •  BS  Psychology
Michelle Ann Baker  •  MS  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Blair Armand Baldridge  •  BSCP  Computer Engineering
Scott Timothy Barber  •  BSBA  Accounting
Cole William Billings  •  BSBA  Accounting
Ian Howard Blanski  •  BSME  Mechanical Engineering
Jessica A. Boles  •  MBA  Business Administration
Gavin M. Brawley  •  MS  Engineering and Technology Management
Jason Charles Brezler  •  MS  Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Wesley Chase Brookover  •  BS  Economics
Calvin Thomas Brown  •  BSAE  Aerospace Engineering
Kyle Roger Bruggemeyer  •  BSAE  Aerospace Engineering
Walter S. Bryant  •  MAG  Agriculture
Chanley Noelle Carey  •  BUS  University Studies
Roger Evan Chasteen  •  BSBA  Marketing
Kayla Christine Clark  •  BSAG  Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Dalton Brian Coates  •  BSBA  International Business
Kayla Marlene Colon  •  BHS  Human Development and Family Science
Matthew Daniel Condle  •  MS  International Studies
Ian Connally  •  BSBA  International Business
Ted Ryan Cox  •  BSBA  Marketing
Colton Tyler Croasdale  •  BSET  Fire Protection and Safety Technology
Chet W. Crice  •  BSAG  Agribusiness
Domonique Michelle D’Alesandro  •  BUS  University Studies
Holly Christine Dean  •  MS  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Brian Andrew Delano  •  BSAE  Aerospace Engineering
Anthony E. Dyer  •  BSIE  Industrial Engineering and Management
Steve Christopher Elliott  •  BSME  Mechanical Engineering
Willem Johannes Ellis, Jr.  •  BSET  Electrical Engineering Technology
Steve G. Emerson  •  BS  Career and Technical Education
Janie Luree Faustner  •  BUS  University Studies
Katy Marie Ford  •  MS  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Nicholas Stephen Francis  •  BSET  Fire Protection and Safety Technology
Jena Dyan Franco  •  BS  Political Science
Phillip Karl Fritschie  •  MS  Engineering and Technology Management
Dakota D. Gaff  •  MAG  Agriculture
Chelsea Tanille Garcia  •  BA  Mathematics
James Garfield Goins, Jr.  •  MS  Engineering and Technology Management
Caleb N. Goulden • BSAE Aerospace Engineering / BSME Mechanical Engineering
Larry J. Gray • MS Management Information Systems
Karl Frederick Grosz • BSAE Aerospace Engineering
Elliott Adeolu Haastrip • BS Biological Science
Christopher Neal Hall • BSAG Animal Science
Nathan Scott Hammond • BA Psychology
Erin Aubrey Haney • MBA Business Administration
Trevor Lane Hendricks • BSAG Animal Science
Jia Hao Nicky Hooi • BSCV Civil Engineering
Patrick Dee Hurley • MS Plant and Soil Science
Muktar Ibrahim • MS Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Robert C. Inman • MS Educational Psychology
Ryan Lee Inselman • BSBA Management
Radhika Sameera Jampana • MS Computer Science
Ryan Cole Johnson • BSAG Agribusiness
Philip Bernard Jurick • BUS University Studies
Anita Nicole Kaiser • BA History
Michelle Kay Kelley • BSAG Animal Science
Brandy L. Kennedy • MS International Studies
Jimmy Wayne Key • MS Control Systems Engineering
Lauren Michelle Kirk • MS Counseling
Brett Rebecca Knapp • BSBA Marketing
Andrie Deaven Krahl • MS International Studies
Nicholas M. Kriz • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Thomas Lahey • BSBA Economics
Heather Kathryn Lane • BSBA Management
Shane Martin Lansdown • MA Political Science
Hung Van Le • BSET Construction Management Technology
Brennan Nathaniel Lewis • BSAG Animal Science
Jonathan Chan Lim • BHS Nutritional Sciences
Kory Lynn Luker • BS Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Matthew Xavier Maguire • BSBA Accounting
Daniel Howard Martinek • BSBA Accounting
Jason Daniel McLarty • BLA Landscape Architecture / BSAG Landscape Contracting
Brooke Dale McMahon • BSBA Marketing
Christopher Leonard McNeil • MS Entrepreneurship
Kasidee Lace Meder • BSAG Animal Science
Brian Joseph Metz • MS Economics
Rebecca L. Meyer Madden • MS Educational Leadership Studies
Shaina Suzanne Moon • BA Psychology
Jonathon Patrick Mooney • BS Mathematics
Jarrod Lowell Moore • BA English
Katie E. Moore • MAG Agriculture
Judyta Murzyn • MM Pedagogy and Performance
Tuan Quoc Nguyen • BSBA Marketing
William Page Nole • BS Sociology
Samantha Nichole Noxon • BSAG Animal Science
Esther S. Ortega Villarreal • MS International Studies
Jared James Page • BSBA Management
Debra Kay Parker • BSBA Management
Adam Israel Peña • BSET Mechanical Engineering Technology
Edward Eugene Perry • MBA Business Administration
Mpinane Pearl Phoofolo • MBA Business Administration
Cameron Scott Pickens • BA English
Shi Kai Pow • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Michael Keith Powers • BUS University Studies
Corey A. Purkat • MS Human Sciences
Jesse Cole Ream • BHS Nutritional Sciences
Robert Alan Rhoades • BUS University Studies
Megan Lynn Robinson • MS Accounting
Danna Zoe Rodman • BSAG Animal Science
Maria Cristina Ruiz Andreu • MS International Studies
Eric Michael Schneider • BSCV Civil Engineering
Matthew A. Schubert • MS Entrepreneurship
Cody James Schuyler • MBA Business Administration
Theodore Zachary Scribner • BS Political Science
Timothy Alan Sherman • BA Philosophy
Michael George Shost • MS Accounting
Mark Cameron Sims • BSAG Animal Science
James Clayton Sisson • BSAG Agribusiness
Daniel Gene Smith • MBA Business Administration
Kyle Lee Smith • BS Athletic Training
Monica Kathryn Snyder • BSBA Finance
Mia Lauren Solomon • BA Psychology
Jonathan Daniel Steed • MS Telecommunications Management
Chandra Rae Sterling • MS Nutritional Sciences
Jeffrey Adam Stilwell • BSBA Entrepreneurship
Jerri Beth Strickland • BUS University Studies
Natalie Brooke Sydebootham • MS Communication Sciences and Disorders
Gunjan Talati • MS Computer Science
Hock Hoe Teoh • MS Control Systems Engineering
Timothy Alan Theriac • BSBA Marketing
Erin Marie Thornley • BUS University Studies
Caleb Andrew Toews • BSCH Chemical Engineering
Hagop Parsegh Tornakian • BSBA Marketing
Maria Rose Vachapittack • BUS University Studies
Jonathan Lee Wade • MS Management Information Systems
Danel J. Walker • BUS University Studies
Hanna Jewel Wallace • BSBA Entrepreneurship
Qasim Nazir Warraich • BSCV Civil Engineering
Jimmy A. Wiersema • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Rebecca Dawn Wilmoth • BHS Human Development and Family Science
Matthew Scott Wilson • BSBA Marketing
Gretchen Marie Young • BUS University Studies
Nicole Deean Zeltner • BA Sociology
Jun Zhang • BSCV Civil Engineering
Additional Summer 2013 Degree Recipients

OSU spring and summer degree candidates are invited to participate in the OSU spring commencement ceremony, and their names are listed in the spring commencement book. However, because the spring commencement book goes to print shortly after April 1, it is not possible to include candidates who apply for graduation after that date. This section recognizes these degree recipients, some of whom will participate in today’s ceremony.

Juliet Mostafa Abdeljawad • MS International Studies
Fahad Hassan Abid • MS Electrical Engineering
Suad Mohamed Abuskhuna • PHD Chemistry
Sagar Adari • MS Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Adedeji Obafemi Adeleke • MS Educational Leadership Studies
Talal Jaber Al Khanfous • MAG Agriculture
Noura A.S.E. Alasaker • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Amber Nicole Alexander • BSBA Management
Muaid Shaker Ali • PHD Crop Science
Samantha K. Ambrose • MS Plant and Soil Science
Christopher Allen Anderson • MBA Business Administration
Whitney Elizabeth Anderson • BSAG Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Sara Lynn Anwar • BSBA Management
Darin T. Applegate • MS Entrepreneurship
Douglas W. Applegate • PHD Computer Science
Brittany Janelle Arias • PHD Educational Psychology
Jacob Stone Ayers • BSET Fire Protection and Safety Technology
Chad Daniel Backus • BA Journalism and Broadcasting
James A. Bailey • BSET Mechanical Engineering Technology
Jessica Barbee • MS Human Development and Family Science
Jacob Allen Barker • BSBA Economics
Jason R. Bartik • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Jason Tyrone Beach • BSAG Agricultural Leadership
Kali Rae Begalka • BSAG Agricultural Communications
Brandon Charles Beichler • BFA Art
Austin Michael Belcheff • BSBA Marketing
Stephen Michael Bergren • BS Political Science
Bailey Renae Berry • MS Interdisciplinary Science
Maria Elena Berry • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Brett Maverick Bertelli • BSAE Aerospace Engineering / BSME Mechanical Engineering
Omer Faruk Beyca • PHD Industrial Engineering and Management
David Allen Bingham • BS Leisure Studies
Holly J. Birmingham • BSAG Animal Science
James Emanuel Black • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Colton Aaron Blackburn • BA History
Megan M. Blackstone • BSBA Marketing
Allison Marie Blasi • MBA Business Administration
Matthew J. Blazewicz • MBA Business Administration
Jason Robert Bond • BSBA International Business
Guadalupe Borja • MS Botany
Raul Bogdan Botezan • MBA Business Administration
Bradley Ryan Bowling • BLA Landscape Architecture
Kylea Michelle Boyd • BSBE Biosystems Engineering
Alyse L. Boynton • BHS Design, Housing and Merchandising
Kristopher Irl Bradley • PHD Psychology
Mitchell Chad Braig • BUS University Studies
Jeremy Daniel Brazeal • BSET Construction Management Technology
Brent James Bridges • BSBA Accounting
Tyrell Scotty Broughton • BS Education
Brodrick Tyrell Brown • BS Economics
Chris G. Brown • MS Physics
James E. Brown • MS Entrepreneurship
Justin M. Brown • MBA Business Administration
Sarah Caitlin Brown • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Sarah E. Bullard • MS Nutritional Sciences
Melissa Ann Bumgarner • BA Political Science
Jackie Jamez Butler • BSBA Economics
Megan Paige Byford • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Kourtni Denice Cain • BS Political Science
Randy Ngoc Hiep Cao • BSET Fire Protection and Safety Technology
Perry D. Carroll • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Keonté Marquae Carter • BA Journalism and Broadcasting
Bailey Cheyenne Caughern • BUS University Studies
Isaac N. Causey • MS Human Development and Family Science
Hollydawn E. Channer • BSBA Management
Karen Y. Chavira • MA English
Amanda L. Chivers • MS Telecommunications Management
Lakshmi Chockalingam Kasi Viswa • PHD Chemistry
McKenzie Drew Clifton • BSAG Animal Science
Aaron James Coffey • MS Agricultural Economics
Janna Colaizzi • MS Psychology
Kasandera Rene Cole • BSBA Economics
Jo’Nee L. Collins • MS Environmental Science
Christopher Javier Contreras • BSBA Marketing
Kylee E. Cooper • BHS Design, Housing and Merchandising
Thomas Ryan Cooper • BSBA International Business / BSBA Management
Tyler McAllen Cooper • BSET Construction Management Technology
Trevor Scott Coppie • BS Geology
Mariam Jean Corbett • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Ryan Michael Corrigan • BSBA Management Information Systems
Josiah Daniel Couch • BS Mathematics / BS Physics
Kelli R. Coughenour • BFA Art
Dillon Earl Craig • MS Accounting
Joseph H. Crane • MS Entrepreneurship
Lixian Cui • PHD Human Sciences
Shannon Kaye Cunningham • PHD Agricultural Education
Kevin Robert Curry • BS Leisure Studies
Michael Shay Curtis • BSBA Management
Shuo Dai • MS Physics
Jason Davenport • PHD Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Sara Belinda Dawson • BUS University Studies
Charles Remmers Decker • BA English
Aditya Deepak Dekhane • MS Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Kidst Dagnew Demeke • MS Civil Engineering
Richard W. DeVoe • MS Telecommunications Management
Benjamin Bryant Dewalt • BSBA Accounting
Benjamin Charles DeWeese • BUS University Studies
Sulochana Dhital • MS Plant and Soil Science
Curtis Daniel Dick • BSAG Agribusiness
Megan L. Digregorio • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Joseph Dixon • MS Geology
Mohit Dobhal • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Brandon A. Doull • MS Physics
Jill Rachelle Duran • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Kiara Angelica Ealy • BS Strategic Communication
Couper B. Edwards • BSBA Management
Mattison Leigh Edwards • BSAG Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Warren P. Edwards • PHD Environmental Science
Andrea Michelle Ellis • PHD Education
Mohsen Emami • PHD Mechanical Engineering
Kalyn Leigh Endsley • BHS Design, Housing and Merchandising
Emanuela Ene • PHD Photonics
Levi Blake England • BUS University Studies
Laurel Elizabeth Engstrom • MS Educational Technology
George Justine Ephrahim • BSAG Environmental Science
Kelsey Beth Evans • BSAG Agricultural Communications
Wesley Richard Fentress • BSET Mechanical Engineering Technology
Cheryl M. Fisher • MS Human Development and Family Science
Sean Robert Fleming • BS Psychology
Brandon D. Flood • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Ewing Enoch Floyd • BUS University Studies
Jason Andrew Ford • BSBA Accounting
Tori Glynn Forrest • BS Strategic Communication
Nathan Mitch Phillip Fox • BSAG Agricultural Economics
Corbin Tyler Francis • BLA Landscape Architecture
Ryan Blake Franklin • BA History
Justin Wayne Frazier • BSBE Biosystems Engineering
Philip B. Freeman • MS Economics
Natalie Nicole Friend • MS Nutritional Sciences
Samantha Leigh Fugate • BSBA Management
Destiny Genae Fugett • BSBA Management Information Systems
Anna Jenelle Fulton • BHS Hotel and Restaurant Administration
Kathryn Patricia Gaines • MS Environmental Science
Reinaldo Gamez • BA Psychology
Chelsea Tanille Garcia • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Nicole Gaswick • MS Mathematics
Abhishek Gourisetty • MS Management Information Systems
Tara Leigh Anne Gradney • BS Biological Science
Christopher David Green • BS Sociology
Jonathan Bright Griffin • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Danielle Colleen Hamand • BHS Nutritional Sciences
Cara Loryn Hammer • BUS University Studies
Christopher Phillip Handsel • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Thomas Oliver Hanks, Jr. • BSBA General Business
Kyle Andrew Harber • BS Communication Sciences and Disorders
Brent Tyler Harkrider • BS Physiology
J. Berry Harrison, III • BA Psychology
Michael C. Hass • MS Management Information Systems
Carolyn Emery Hawes • BS Communication Sciences and Disorders
Eric Allen Hawkins • BSBA Marketing
Julia M. Heath • BUS University Studies
Michael Robert Hechtner • BSBA Accounting
Taylor Whitfield Henri • BSBA Economics
Tyrone Alton Hernandez • MS Aviation and Space
Perry Everett Hicks • BSBA Finance
Rachel A. Hildebrand • PHD Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Patricia Dileen Hilliard • BHS Hotel and Restaurant Administration
Katie Michelle Hilton • MS Animal Science
Randi Jo Hirschman • BHS Hotel and Restaurant Administration
Sibongile Faith Hlatywayo • BSBE Biosystems Engineering
Shane M. Hoffman • MS Mass Communications
LaRinda Ann Holland • BUS University Studies
Sam Honarvaralijani • MS Computer Science
Amanda Monett Horn • MS Human Development and Family Science
Justin Lee Horton • BUS University Studies
Travis Scott Hough • MS Aviation and Space
Ting Huang • MS Chemical Engineering
Andrew L. Hughes • BS Psychology
Lisa Christine Hughes • BS Biological Science
Steven Lee Imgarten • BSET Mechanical Engineering Technology
James Cole Inskeep • BSBA Accounting
Mohammad Rafiqul Islam • PHD Physics
Audrey L. Jacob • BA American Studies
Tabitha Lee Jalbert • MS Educational Technology
Wendy M. James • PHD Education
Wesley Albert James • BA Theatre
Weiyu Jiang • MS Food Science
Billie Jo Johnson • BUS University Studies
Justin Thomas Johnson • MBA Business Administration
Linju Jose • MS Computer Science
Sandip Laxman Kaledhonkar • PHD Physics
Molly Anna Kester • BHS Hotel and Restaurant Administration
Mahesh Singh Khadka • PHD Computer Science
Mohammed Azher Khan • MS Electrical Engineering
Jessica Elizabeth Kharoubeh • BSBA Finance
Miyoung Kim • PHD Human Sciences
Nita Jo Kimball • BUS University Studies
Dawn M. King • MS Aviation and Space
Shane Joel King • MAG Agriculture
Deleanor A. Kirkpatrick • MS Educational Leadership Studies
Wendy Kallina Knighton • MS Management Information Systems
Dongyeun Ko • MS International Studies
Molly Mae Kober • BS Communication Sciences and Disorders
Murat Koc • MS Civil Engineering
Joseph P. Kochick • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Benjamin P. Korzelius • BM Music
Joseph P. Kristbaum • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Adam Jordan Kubicki • BS Health Education and Promotion
Garrett Christopher Lance • BSAG Animal Science
Morgan Shaye Lawson • BS Leisure Studies
Crystal Dawn Lee • MS Veterinary Biomedical Sciences
Danyelle Nicole Lee • PHD Zoology
Matthew G. Lee • MS Leisure Studies
David A. Levering • MS Zoology
Heather Ann Livingston • MBA Business Administration
Lindsey Jeannette Lockhart • BSBA Accounting
Cole Younger Dock Lockwood • BSAG Animal Science
Paige Elizabeth LoVoi • BA Psychology
Kimberly Loy • BS Athletic Training
Jessica Patricia Mackey • BSAG Agricultural Leadership
Patrick Shannon Mahoney • MS Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Gerard P. Malloy • MS Aviation and Space
Grant Perry Martin • BA Political Science
Megan Lynn Martin • BSBA Marketing
Michael Vincent Martin • BS Multimedia Journalism
Victoria L. Massey • BS Journalism and Broadcasting
Stewart Douglas Matson • BSBA Management
Mitchell Logan Matthiesen • BSAG Landscape Management
Shanda M. Mattix • MAG Agriculture
Samantha Leigh Maze • BHS Hotel and Restaurant Administration
Adam K. McAuley • MBA Business Administration
Kalea Jean McBride • BSBA Marketing
Dustin D. McClure • BSAG Agricultural Leadership
Felicia N. McCorkell Robertson • BA Sociology
Emma Jean McCrary • BHS Hotel and Restaurant Administration
Randal Charles McCurry • BS Education
Remi Danielle McKean • BSBA Management
Elizabeth McMahon • BS Horticulture
Brianna Tynice MeDaris • BS Psychology
Brennan Ryan Medford • BSBA Marketing
Joshua Torrence Medlin • BSBA Marketing
Andrea Linn Meeker • BA Philosophy
Kacie Nicole Mewbourne • BSBA Marketing
Elizabeth Arlene Miller • MS Biosystems Engineering
Jessie Lee Miller • BA Journalism and Broadcasting
Lydia Nichole Mitchell • BS Health Education and Promotion
Azharuddin Mohammed • MS Electrical Engineering
Benjamin N. Montemayor • MS Health & Human Performance
Colin William Moodie • BSBA Management
Andrea Lisa Moore • PHD Environmental Science
Brent Joseph Moore • BSBA General Business
Terri Michele Moore • PHD English
Alicia Kay Morris • BSBA Accounting / BSBA Management Information Systems
Gregory David Morris • BSBA Finance
Ashley N. Morse • BS Sociology
Taylor Aaron Mott • BS Geology
Daniel Caleb Mungle • BA Psychology
Sami A. Mustapha • BSBA Economics
Jeffrey Douglas Myers • MS Aviation and Space
Latoya Monique Neal • BS Biological Science
Brock Curtis Nelson • BUS University Studies
Ee Chin Ng • PHD Food Science
Jenny Nguyen • MS Sociology
Corey Albert Norton • BSBA Management
Stephanie Lynn Novotny • BUS University Studies
Scott R. Nuttall • BSET Fire Protection and Safety Technology
Brandon Floyd O’Dell • BSAG Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Riley Daniel O’Hearn • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Marshall Blake Oldham • BSBE Biosystems Engineering
Piyush Pagey • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Natalie B. Panther • PHD History
Hanbai Park • PHD Civil Engineering
Pranita Pramod Patil • MS Electrical Engineering
Sharon Renee Payette • BSAG Animal Science
Chance J. Pearce • BSBA Management
Matthew James Peck • BS Education
Caleb B. Pelger • MBA Business Administration
Ryan Michael Peterson • BUS University Studies
Jennifer Leann Pfenning • BSET Fire Protection and Safety Technology
Renato Luciano Pichilingue • MS Electrical Engineering
Sarah Elizabeth Pierson • BUS University Studies
Edward C. Pittman • MS Educational Leadership Studies
Jason Robert Potter • BUS University Studies
Lydia Marie Powell • MA English
Joseph Samuel Price • BS Economics
Karthikey Ramachandriya Dharman • PHD Biosystems Engineering
Abhaya Ranganathan • MS Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Matthew C. Ray • MA History
Lauren Ashley Reid • BSBA General Business
Casey Leanne Reinhart • BSAG Agricultural Communications
Zane Forrest Riggs • BS Zoology
Simon T. Ringsmuth • MS Educational Technology
Jerry Lynn Robbins • BUS University Studies
Michael Lamar Roberts, Jr. • BUS University Studies
Shelby L. Roberts • MS Animal Science
Zachary Ross Robinson • BUS University Studies
Jason Pierce Robison • BSET Fire Protection and Safety Technology
Stephen Michael Rogers • BS Political Science
Richard Joseph Romero • BUS University Studies
Delbert Wayne Rossiter • BSAG Agricultural Education
Maryruth Rothman • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Zackary James Rozell • BSAG Animal Science
Sara Kristin Rudeen • BS Strategic Communication
Annalthea zsia Adrienne Samuel • BFA Art
Caleb Marks Sanders • BSBA General Business
Stefanie Louise Sandy • MBA Business Administration
Na Tasha La Treese Santee • BA Sociology
Michael Philip Sartin • BSBA Marketing
Christopher Schafer • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Brannon James Scott • BSBA Management
Jerome Segura, III • PHD Economics
Allison Marie Sequa • MBA Business Administration
Jessica Lynne Setzer • BS Geography
Suhail Farooque Shaikh • MBA Business Administration
Sumit Sharma • MS Plant and Soil Science
Joshua Joseph Sheikh • BA Psychology
Morgan Ashley Sheive • BSAG Animal Science
Nicholas Wace Shideler • BSET Fire Protection and Safety Technology
Zachary Kent Shirley • BSBA Management
Pilare’ Franchesa Simon • BA Psychology
Kumar Singarapu • MS Chemical Engineering
Lane A. Singer • BSBA Finance
Kevin Douglas Skidmore • BSBA Economics
Amy Michelle Smith • MS Human Development and Family Science
Christian Dolores Smith • BSET Construction Management Technology
Jefferson Douglas Hankins Smith • BSBA Finance
Elizabeth Ross Snyder • BA Sociology
Stephen Ty Sommers • BFA Art
Valerie Ann Sommers • MS Counseling
Douglas Stephen Southern • PHD Educational Psychology
Laura A. Sparks • MS Leisure Studies
David Andrew Stamper • BSET Construction Management Technology
Douglas John Stevenson • PHD Environmental Science
Anthony H. Stobbe • PHD Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Wil Stokes • BSET Electrical Engineering Technology
Michael R. Story • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Lois Ann Strate • MS Human Sciences
Sarah Jean Stuckey • BA Journalism and Broadcasting
Natalie Brooke Summers • BSAG Agricultural Communications
Stacy Dea Sutliff • BS Geology
Apurba K. Sutradhar • PHD Soil Science
Jared Swart • BSBE Biosystems Engineering
Vladimira Sykova • PHD Human Environmental Sciences
Rebecca Lynnette Tagoe • BS Psychology
Anna Lea Tatro • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Lopeeta Sudhakar Tawde • BFA Art
Michael Dale Taylor • BSBA General Business
Xi Tian • PHD Economics
George Edward Tietz VII • BSBE Biosystems Engineering
Melanie Krase Tipton • BSBA Accounting
Christopher Andrew Toler • BSBA Accounting
Nima Alex Toofan • BS Health Education and Promotion
Hannah B. K. Smith Toves • BS Psychology
Jayme Kaye Trenepohl • BSAG Agricultural Leadership
Barbara Frances Trigalet • MS Mathematics
Simberleigh Danielle Turnbo • BUS University Studies
Bryan Phillip Urbach • BS Sports Media
Benjamin Van Doren • MBA Business Administration
Philip Alexander VandenBorn • BS Geology
Catherine Varela • BSAG Environmental Science
Christopher A. Varnon • MS Psychology
Christina Marie Vasquez • BS Secondary Education
Rachel Veale • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Kacey Lynn Vierling • MS Human Development and Family Science
Pilja Park Vitale • PHD Agricultural Economics
John D. Waddell • MBA Business Administration
Thomas Ray Wallis Jr. • MS Aviation and Space
Jing Wang • PHD Economics
Kaden Michael Wanger • BSBE Biosystems Engineering
Rusty T. Ward • BSBA Marketing
Benjamin Mark Wescoatt • PHD Mathematics
Alexandra Diane White • BSBA Accounting
Dionne M. White • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Jessica Ann White • BA Sociology
Taylor Douglas White • BSAG Agribusiness
Jacy Ann Wilkins • BHS Nutritional Sciences
Teresa Cathleen Williams • BHS Design, Housing and Merchandising
Erica C. Williamson • BS Athletic Training
Cory Tyler Wilson • BA Sociology
Daniel Everett Wilson • MS Geography
Shawn Ryan Witt • BUS University Studies
Bemnet Fesseha Woldearegay • MS International Studies
Heather D. Wright • MS Educational Leadership Studies
Jing Yang • PHD Human Sciences
Tracey Lynn Young • BS Strategic Communication
Tong Yu • PHD Business Administration
Jie Yuan • MS Computer Science
Usman Zafar • MS Computer Science
Zahra Zamanipour • PHD Electrical Engineering
Jordan Matthew Zanardelli • BSBA Management
Mohamed Bashir Zendah • BSEE Electrical Engineering
Raymond Andrew Zschiesche • BSBA Accounting
Academic Regalia

The robes, hats and hoods worn by faculty members and graduates as they march into the commencement hall, and even the different colors you see on them, have historical origins and significance.

During the Middle Ages, scholars at the earliest English and European universities wore wool or fur garments to stay warm in the drafty, stone buildings that were poorly heated. Most of the scholars were also monks or priests, and as such had the hair shaved from the crowns of their heads in the distinctive clerical tonsure. Most wore cloaks that included a hood that could be pulled up to keep their heads warm. The academic gowns and hoods were adapted from both secular and clerical garments of the time, and the hood was chosen by the early scholars to indicate by color, trim or binding the degree held by the wearer.

The style of academic dress most frequently worn in the United States dates back to colonial times, although it was not formally adopted until near the end of the 19th Century, when it was chosen as appropriate attire by the Intercollegiate Commission during a meeting in New York. It has remained the general standard in America since, although some variations occur at individual institutions. In the United States, black is the traditional color for academic gowns, although some institutions allow holders of doctoral degrees to wear robes in the university’s colors.

The sleeves of the robes vary, depending on the degree held by the wearer. The bachelor’s robe has long, pointed sleeves. The master’s robe has sleeves that are oblong and closed at the ends, with slits through which the arms may be extended. The doctoral robe has a full sleeve with a velvet facing on the front and at the neck, and three velvet bars on each sleeve. The velvet may be black or of a color that symbolizes the degree held by the wearer.

The head covering most commonly used in the United States is the square, tasseled “mortarboard.” Some American universities, however, use berets, and in other countries a variety of styles of head coverings is worn with academic regalia. The tassel is usually black and is worn over the left front quarter of the mortarboard. Holders of doctoral degrees may wear gold tassels.

The hood is the most distinctive feature of American academic dress, which through color and design may indicate the wearer’s degree and the institution at which that degree was earned. Hoods are lined with the colors of the institution that awards the degree, and may be faced with the color designating the degree awarded. Hoods vary in length. The bachelor’s hood is about three feet long, the master’s slightly longer and the doctoral version is longer still and is decorated with broad color panels.

Candidates for advanced or professional degrees wear hoods symbolic of the degree. The color of the trim of the hood and the sleeve chevrons and panels of the academic gown are distinctive of the degree as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Gown</th>
<th>Hood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Black Velvet Panels</td>
<td>Blue Velvet Collar and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sleeve Chevrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Education</td>
<td>Light Blue Velvet</td>
<td>Light Blue Collar Panels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Sleeve Chevrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine</td>
<td>Kelly Green Velvet</td>
<td>Kelly Green Velvet Collar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Panels and Sleeve Chevrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Veterinary Medicine</td>
<td>Steel Gray Panels</td>
<td>Steel Gray Collar and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sleeve Chevrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>White Collar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Golden Yellow Collar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The colors of Oklahoma State University are embodied in the lining of the hood (orange and black chevron). The colors of the hoods of faculty and guests are those of the institution conferring the degree.

In addition to the academic regalia described above, some students wear cords, sashes, ribbons, and other symbols of heritage or achievement in academics, service, and leadership.

*Portions of the proceeding were adapted from the commencement program of the University of Arkansas at Little Rock.*
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